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Student Activity Fees forum draws few students
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

Eight of the approximately 14,000
students at SCSU showed up to discuss
slashing student group funding at last

Friday's forum in the Mississippi Room,

Atwood Memorial Center at 12 p.m.

addition to tuition on a per-credit b~is, up to

'T d hoped more students would be here,"

a limit of 12 credits, or approximately

said senior Matt Trombley, student
government student services chair. 'There's
not a lot of knowledge about where student

$109.00 per quarter. Th.is.rate rises each year
by about four percent.
There will be no increase next year, due to

fees are going."
Student fees are charged to students in

a freeze mandated by the Minnesota State

Colleges and Universities board. Because St.

Cloud State University's budge! for fee
allocations assumed a constant increase, next
year's present budget is too large by about
$200,000.

Go TO ACTIVITY FEES, PAGE 8 •

Campus looks a
factor in choosing
the right school
by Jeff Dahler

great amounl of the decisiori on
whether to attend a particular
university is made on how it looks."
What makes a student pick the
Gilchrist said the university has
university he or she is going to a . responsibility to be good
attend?
neighbors with the surrounding
If this question is asked of community because the 90 some
university administrators around the acres of land the SCSU campus is
nation a variety of answers would on was given to the university by
most likely be returned. Academics, the city.
organizations, student life and
The largest problem SCSU must
sports are just some of the reasons overcome is campus division.
that might be given for picking a Gilchrist said there are really three
certain university. Recent studies separate campuses. The north endhave shown, however, that one of of cainpus is where the majority of
the biggest reasons for picking one students live, the central area is
school over another is campus ·where classes meet and is usually
appearance.
dormant during the weekend, and
Last Wednesday, Gene Gilchrist, the sol.Ith end of the campus is
vice president of. AdministratiYe where most of SCSU's on-camplls
Affairs, gave a slide show recreation is.
presentation dealing with the SCSU
Actually solving this problem is
Physical Master Plan. 11lis plan is a the responsibility of the Physical
division of the ''Ten in Ten" ·plan Master Plan. Tiris plan includes six
dedicated 10 turning SCSU into one principles which are as follows:
of the top ten public universities in
O Create clear campus edges
the country in ten years. The
O Create clear campus entries
presentation was sponsored by
O Develop the campus core
Urban Studies Association.
0 Develop a holistic approach to
"This plan is not just about transportation
spending tax payer's money to
O Develop access to the
make the campus look good. It is · Mississippi River
about the life blood of the
O Develop a clear C01V1ection
university." Gilchrist said. "Studies between the north and south
will show that when · incoming campuses.
Julia PelmonlPHaro EDrrDR
students come to the camj,us they
SCSU graduate Chewy plays guitar with Glucose Jones and the Jive Turkeys Saturday night at the
are lookingatanumberofthings.A
Go m PLAN, PAGE 8 •
Java Joint. The photograph was taken using a multiple Eixposuretechnique.
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

SCSU students, MSUSA'prep.a re to lobby at capitol
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

Members of Student Government will join
representatives of the general-student body·on
a journey Wednesday to meet with
representatives and· lobby on higher
education-related bills.

The trip is part of the Minnesota State
University Student Association Lobby Day,
when representatives from all state
universities join those from SCSU in
attempting to sway the minds of legislators
regarding higher education issues.
Sophomore Lori Wellens, legislative
affairs chairwoman for SCSU's Student

Government, is responsible for cOQrdinating
the trip. She said there has been a more
enthusiastic response from students this year
than in previous years.
"In past years, wc haven't had the biggest
showing at the capitol," Wellens said. "SCSU
is the biggest school in the MnSCU system,
and it has looked kind of bad."

Student Government Urban Affairs
Chairman Dominic Nelson agreed.
"Hundreds of students show up from other
universities," Nelson said. "If we want to
make a difference, if we really want to have
an impact on the budget process, we need to
have a strong showing."

Go ro LOBBY DAY, PAGE 6-.
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CAMPUS & CoMMUNTIY

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TOPAY
Phat Winter Fun
Winter week fun on the
Atwood Mall. Come play
games, win prizes,
snowshoe and other
activities.

Mini-Mainstreet
Learn about campus groups
and organizations at
Atwood Memorial Genter
from noon to 3 p.m.

"Singled Out" SCSU
Style
Come see the SCSU
version of the popular MTV
television game show
"Singled Out" in the Quarry
at 10p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Kayak Training
Session
Learn some of the basics of
kayaking at Halenbeck Hall
swiiTiming pool from 6 to
9 p.m.
'

Robert Bly
Robert Bly, a well known
. Minnesota poet and the
author of acclaimed books
sucb as "lron John" and
"The Sibling Society," will
give tWo presentations titled
"On Poetry and
Spontaneity" in Atwood
Memorial Center, Glacier
Room 1 p.m. and 'Writing a
Poem Each Morning," in
AMC, Voyageur Room at 7
p.m. Both presentations are
free. to students.

Candidate Games
The Winter Week
candidates will compete
against one another on the
Atwood Memorial Center
mall at 12 p.m.

THURSDAY
Winter Week Casino
Night
University Programming
Board Special Events
Committee is sponsoring
Casino Night. It will be a
night of dancing, gambling,
prizes and hors d'oeuvres
in the Atwood Memorial
center Ballroom at 1 o p.m.
Admission is free with a
student ID.
To submit infom1ation for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498
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Speakers to discuss
exploitation of labor
Two speakers Will discuss the politics
behind the coffee business today in the Math
Science Center, ioom 116.
Jeronimo Pruijan and Genaro Jimenez
Hernandei, both members of a small organic
coffee growers cooperative in Chiapas,
Mexico, will give a presentation ·-entitled
"This person grows your coffee and earns $2
and day. This person buys the coffee, sells it
to you, and earns $1,517.80 a day."
Pruijan and Hernandez will diss;uss the
fair trade movement and re~ponsible
consumption, the United States' economic
ties to southern Mexico, and what it is like to
be a small-scale organic coffee grower.
This event is sponsored by Amnesty
International, Global Issues Forum and
Environmental Crisis Organization, and is

free to SCSU students.
For further information, call 654-5154.

Health Services
needs immunization
records
All students who have
immunization records
Services office must do
they will not be able to

presidents not
so popular
In a recent poll of 7 19
historians, · political scientists
and others across the country,
Clinton, Bush 'alld. Reagan all
rate low on the list of the best
presidents of all time.
Among the 41 presidents,
Bush ranked the highest at 22,
Clinton ranked at 23 and Reagan
at 26 on the list.
The presidents were ranked
in
categories
including:
leadership, accomplishments,
political skill, apwintments and ;
character and integrity.
Lincoln was voted the overall
best president. FDR came in

IN HlsTORY•••
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In 1969, SCSU student
Senate proposed a new sex class
that would be a required general
education course for all students.
The recommended course
would be just a basic sex
education class. It would include
s~ific subjects like aOOrtion,
birth control, pregnancy, free
love
and
the
love-sex
relationship. The class would be
run like a symposium, with free
discussion in class and outside
speakers. such as doctors,
ministers, and others concerned
with open, "healthy attitudes
towards sex.
·
' The class was offered the
following fall as a sociology
class.

CoRRECilONS
University Chronicle will
correct errors occurring in its news
articles. If you find a problem with
a story - an error of fact or point
requiring clarification - please call

(320) 255-4086.

St. Cloud school district will sp!OO over
$100,CXXJ to remove asbestos from elementary
school's ceilings.
not yet turned their .
Westwocxl Elementary is the Ja5t building in
into the Health the school district that has asbestos ceiling tiles.
so immediately or . lllese tiles will be removed during a summerregister for spring long project

qu~;;~rding to the state immunization law,
all new students are required to tum in a
record of their immunization during their
first·quarter at school.
If students need information or
immunization forms, or wish to check their
compliance status, they should stop by Hill
Hall, Health Services or call 255-4855.

STATE
Last three

Local elemen,tary
school to remove
asbestos from ceiling

No heal th problems prompted the change of
: 1~!/:r~~~;~:i~~~\!lk~move
Asbestos was commonly used in
construction, insulation and fireproofing before it
was determined to be hazardous to human health
and potentially carcinogenic.

& NATION

second, and ·washington was
ranked third.

woman's upper arm. The rodS
release a hormone that prevents
pregnancy for up to five years.
The women suing Norplant
claim the company knew aOOut
the side effects of the
contraceptive before releasing it
to the public.

As of this year, 65 percent of
schools in the hation are
connected to the Internet, as
opposed to only 35 percent in

Norplant being
1994.
sued.by
Groups protest
women across
the hit TV .
country
Congress
· ·-. show "Martin''.',,
Almost 1,000 women are
grants
funds
Civil rights ·groups in Los
suing the manufacturers and
Angeles arc protesting the hit
diStributors of Noiplant. The for computers
TV show "Martin."
women claim they have suffered
complications and adverse side
Congress released the first of
effects
form
of
the $200 million dollars granted to
contraceptive.
provide schools with Internet
Norplant is used by over I training.
million women in the United
Bill Clinton said last week it
States. It consists of six : was the only way America can
matchstick-sized rods which are prepare its children for the 21
embedded under the skin of a century,

The show, which airs on the
networks Fox, WB and UPN,
portrays blacks negatively, the
groups sald.
Some of the groups involved in
the protest are Brotherhood
Crosade, Mothers in Action, and the
local chapter of the NAACP.
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Alumnus named interim UPS coordinator
by Erika El/strand
Mark Petrick, former director of
University Public Safety, may have
moved to Southwest State
University, but his name still hangs
outside the door.
Warren Anderson has been ·
named

interim

director

of

University Public Safety while the
search for a new director continues.
"It's very exciting," said
Anderson. 'There's a lot to do
and sometimes it's almost
overwhelming."
Anderson, a 1996 SCSU
graduate, worked in UPS for over
two years while going to college.
After graduating, he went to the
Range Technical College in
Hibbing, Minn. to earn his postcertification police officer skills

training.
Anderson returned to UPS and
served as interim security
coordinator before he became
interim di rector. The security
coordinator position is a highranking position at UPS. Anderson
worked closely with Petrick.
Gene Gilchrist, Vice President
forAdministrativeAffairs,referred
to Anderson as the best person for
the short-term position as interim
director.
'The idea was to find someone
familiar with the program and the
university so they can step in," said
Gilchrist. "We wanted someone
who knew how the program
operated."
An~erson said everyone has
been
helpful
getting
him
established in the position. He has
received guidance from ?everal
sources, including Petrick.

Shane A. Opatz/ASSJSTANr PHOTO F.DffOR

The University Public Safety office recently named Warren Anderson the new interim coordinator.
Anderson, an alumnus of SCSU, was offered the position as a result of former coordinator Mark
Petrick's transfer to Southwest State University earlier this winter.
January to assist Anderson in the
transition process. Steven Ludwig,
Assistant Vice President for
Facilities Management, is aiding
Anderson in establishing a
reporting structure for the incidents
that occur on campus. The
reporting structure will help'
Anderson become aware of which
incidents must ·be escalated to a
higher level.
·Anderson gave examples to

1
saf:~ui~~!~7v';~o td~fbl:~~ :~~:C~!:eand !~at i~::~:ide:J

important for the administration to
be made aware·of. For example, an
alcohol confiscation report is an
average incident with minor student
contact. Assaults, on the other hand,
and occurrences. of a more serious
nature need to be referred to
administration.
Gilchrist said St. Cloud Police
Chief Dennis O'Keefe has agreed
to assign a .liaison to the campus
during this transitional phase. 1be
liaison will assist in identification
of various degrees of incidents,

particularly
when
behaviorS
escalate to the level of felony
offenses.
According to Anderson, UPS
has always worked closely with the
St. Cloud Police Department. He
said this is another example of the
cooperation and willingness to
work together on behalf of both
parties.
Presently, the Administrative
Affairs office has the responsibility
of forming a screening committee
to search for a new director. 1be

screening committee, which will
include students, faculty and staff,
will be involved in the selection of
candidates· and will review the, job
definition.
Gilchrist
added
the
administration has worked hard to
represent women and ethnic
minorities in the committee
nucleus.
"It is important to have
representation from constituents on
campus such as the Women's
Center and the Minority Studies
program," silid Gilchrist.
The person selected for this
position will have the responsibility
of supervising 40 students and three
professional
employees.
In
addition, the director oversees the
Hazardous
Waste
and
Environmental Toxicology disposal
for the university; the Disaster
Preparedness Program, and serves
as the liaison to the law
enforcement community and public
safety.
"We are moving deliberately
to get the best possible candidates,"
•said Gilchrist. "We are aggressive
in working with various candidates
across the country."
According to Gilchrist, the
administration
is conducting
a nationwide search because
SCSU is competitive in this market
in terms of responsibilities and
salary.
·
· Gilchrist said this is a complex
and technical position to fill.
'This is a crucial position to the
campus and plays heavily in
institution liability," said Gilchrist.
'This person will help minimize
risk in safety and. ·exposure to
Jjlwsuit."
A new director is expected to be
named in May.

Program ·to link university with South Africa
by Lloyd Dalton

regime."
Mbeki
said
communication and
involvement from the U.S. and other firstThe education of a typical South African world nations· is necessary for the creation of
student is remote from that of a student in the an equal and democratic society, as well as a
United States, both geographically and in balanced economical and political power•
quality.
structure in South Africa.
Andile Mbeki, one of two South African
"I see education as the only liberation
students studying at SCSU, is laying the tool," Mbeki said. "People need to be
foundation for a program aimed at increasing prepared from the grass roots level and know
quality of education in South African schools how peoplf: are doing things in another part of
by exchanging ideas and resources with the world."
educational institutions in the U.S.
Once the program is fully implemented, it
'The program is intended to help students will employ a coordinator at each involved_
in both cOuntries, to give students university to supervise operations. Faculty
opportunity," Mbeki said.
·
will be paired with professors in South
The progj,am, called "Lend and Share," Africa, and South African students will be
has severaJ long-tenn goals. One is to create matched with those in similar disciplines in
dialogue between students and professors in the U.S. Age, area of study, interest and
South Africa and their counterparts in North academic level will be used to find suitable
America. The value of such communication partners for students who volunteer.
is immense for those on both continents,
"Students and professors can relate at the
Mbekisaid.
. same level," Mbeki said.
There are significant differences between
Communication will be primarily through
the public educational system in much oC writing, but Mbeki hopes· to incorporate eSouth Africa and that in the U.S., According mail and ·other technological resources into
to Mbeki. Teachers and piograms here focus the program.
more on the complete development of
"My concern is to develop this to the
students-emotional and personal as well as highest level of technology," Mbeki said.
academic. Most of South Africa's public ''Eighty percent of schools in South Africa do
schools, by comparison, :ire focused strictly not have computers. In the white: exClusive
on content, he said.
schools, students have access to all of that
Interaction with North American students technology. Part of my program is
and faculty will help the process of empowerment." .
improving South Africa's academic quality,
Improving technology in South African
which suffered under apanheid. For instance, schools with donated equipment is another
black South African smdel1ts were not goal of the program, said Mbeki. He intends
permitted to take political science courses, to ask business and educational institutions
saidMbeki
for contributions of out-dated and under"So many students here know their utilized equipment.
rights,"Mbeki said. "In South Africa, they do
"This is not only about sharing," Mbeki
not know them. This is an opportunity to said. "It's about exposing South Africans to
break barriers set in place by the apartheid technology."

NEWS EDITOR

Julia PetersonlPl{CITO EDITOR

Andile Mbeki, a South Afric3n student pursuing a graduate degree in teacher
development, intends to create an exchange of information and resources
between students and faculty at SCSU and in his home cou~try.
Presently, the Learn and Share program is
in its infant stages. SCSU and Port Elizabeth
University in South Africa are the trial
institutions. Expansion of the program will
require financial backing, among other·
things. The teacher development office,
where Mbeki works as a graduate assistant;
has agreed to stand behind the project and
provide support in the form of money for
postage and materials for the exchange of
letters and name lists.
"Our department has indicated that it
supports the project and what it intends to
do," said Jan Hintz, chairperson of the
teacher developITlent office.

While the program focuses heavily on
aiding South Africa's· educational system, it
holds benefits for American panicipants as
well. Mbeki said he is Often sought out by
students as a source of information on his
native country.
Bruce Romanish, a professor of teacher
development and Mbeki's advisor, said he
values the exposure and communication
between SCSU students and those of other
nations.

Go TO EXCHANGE, PAGE 6 •
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Student recruiters seek out new students
In SCSU's quest to attract a broader range of students
to the studentbody, student recruiters highlight all .
SCSU has to offer to prospects
tours, I never knew until I joined the admissions
department. I also have learned a lot about the
procedures on how to do everything from applying
for graduation to applying for ~nancia1 aid."
The admissions department now has added
specialties. Students applying to SCSU can fill out
an enrollment application over the W~rld Wide Web.
The department is also targeting urban schools to
recruit minority students. To coordinate these new
efforts, the department has added a coordinator of
telecommunications supervisor,
Mamie Beltz.
Reid believes the recruiting
process makes an absolute
difference in the number of
commuOication.''
applicants SCSU now receives
"I have been working_here for
compared to previous years.
three years, and everyone who
There have been hurdles
works here is assigned a school
for the admissions department
district to call aJl(i we report to
to
.jump.
The largest problem
Sherwood Reid," said KatiC
has been the image that SCSU is a
Landwehr, senior student worker.
party school. Other obstacles are
SC.SU
lot.
When ca1ling to recruit students,
students not getting the classes they
the
admissions
department
Katie Landwehr
need or want, and being unable to
raise scholarship money.
oih~~ti~e an:~t;scs~
REPRESENTATIVE
"We can't make fu ll tuition
If the student is in the top ten grade
awards to 300 students," Reid said.
percentile, the recruiter talks about the honors
program and living in Benton Hall. If the student is "It's hard to compete with the other schools who
can."
interested in a particular major, the recruiter provides
Reid has goals he said he hopes the department
positioning statements.
can · attain in the near future. To raise enrollment
In the future, Reid hopes to have department
clubs that will answer questions that pertain to numbers and _improve graduation rates are two goals
the department has.
specific departments.
By the year 2000, Reid said he hopes to have
"Being a recruiter has helped my knowledge of
seven
percent of the new enrollment be minority
SCSU a lot," Landwehr said. '1be history I share on
students.

by Heidi Hersom

The one of the

purposes of the Department of
Admissions is to seek out prospective additions to
· SCSU's student enrollment. twelve students are
helping the department by calling high schools and
transfer students to infonn them about the Prt.?grams
the university offers.
"In the '60s we had fie ld services, which was just
a service," said Sherwood Reid, director of
admissions. "In the '70s the
enrollment at SCSU dropped, so in
the '80s we used marketing to
increase student numbers. Now, in
the '90s, we are using strategic

Being a
recruiter has

helpednry
knowledge of
a

:::i~:~~

Kristint WhiJe/SrA.FF PHaroGRAPHER

Sophomore Nelaina Strache has worked part-time as a recruiter in
the admissions office since October.
·

scsu

- MERGE
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When we all work together,
great things can happen.

MAkE YOUJ? SUMMEJ?
A SHINING SUCCESS!!

Muscular Dystrophy Associa~ion

1-800-572-1717

Come explore the Exciting Opportunities at the

SCSU Summer
Job & Internship Fair
Tuesday, February 13
Atwood Ballroom
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Internships
Career-related opportunities ·
Variety of positions· available
Over 60 representatives on campus
Camps & Resorts
Temporary Agencies
Local & T'jVin Cities Businesses
Co•sponsored by Student Employment Services and Career Services
Paid for by your student activity fees

SAVE30%

PLUS
DIAMOND

ALSO

OPEN
SUNDAYS

DOLLARS

"'1°£ A.RE l>Ji>
~"P 1)1~M0:ZV-.o4 ~
0~
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IF YOUUKE IT UNIQUE
YOU'LL LOVE ITAT ROBERTS
FEATURING NAME BRANDS UKE LAZARE
KAPLAN THE TRl.JE IDEAL CUT DIAMOND
DIANA BY GOLDMAN, COLUMBIA DIAMON6
RINGS, ARTEl.LE DESIGNS AND MORE.

12 & 6 Months.interest free financing
available

· ;J ·, 1
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Biology professor Grewe receives top honor
investigations Grewe and his studefits have
done found new knowledge of non-game
species.
·
Foi more than 20 years, Grewe has been
banding pelicans. Grewe, working with his
students, pulS a numbered metal band around
the legs of the pelicans. Through the banpjng
of the birds, Grewe can learn specific things
about them.
"It tells us how old a bird is, how far it
may have traveled and what it has been

doing," Grewe said. "We can also tell how
they died, whether or not they were shot or
caught in fishing li!le. They can get old
sometimes, I suppose.''
•
The protection of wildlife areas and the
According to Grewe, some of the pelicans
pelicans that Jive there has drawn attenti9n
he has banded have lived to be 12 or 13 years
from around the state. A biology instructor on
old.
campus dem~nstrate.d how important the
For Grewe and his students, banding
learning process behind preservation is.
Biology professor Alfred Grewe received
pelicaps has been a hobby.
"All of the banding is' done in
the top honor award from The Wildlife
Society on Friday.
southwestern Minnesota," Grewe said.
"SOmetimes we stay for several days. It has
been a good experience for the people who
are qualified for -it. You have to work though,
it's•notapicnic."
Besides Grewe's work with the banding
of pelicans, he had a part in the establishment
of Sherburne and Crane Meadows National
Wildlife Meadows National Wildlife
Refuges. Grewe said knowledge has been
gained about the movements of cranes
because of such establishments.
"A lot of my students have worked in
Crane Meadows National Wildlife Refuge
where they have completed research papers,"
Grewe said.
Grewe said he is also a part of several
organizations. He is a lifetime member of
Friends of the Sherburne National Wildlife
Refuge~ Minnesota Prairie Chickens Society.
Grewe is on the board of directors of Friends
of the Crex, and the program director at the
local chapter of the National Audubon
Society.
Grewe said he is familiar with most of the
people to earn the top honor award he
received.
"My own adviser was given this award,"
Grewe said. "I've known most of the people
who have won the award. They're worldrenowned folks from around the way.''
The Wildlife Society presents awards to
people who conserve diversity, sustain
Kristine White/STA.FF PH(llOGRA.PHER.
productivity and ensure the responsible use
Professor Alfred Grewe was awarded the top honor from The Wildlife Society in part to his dedication to field studies and of wildlife resources for the benefit of society.
Grewe earned the award for several
reasons, including his teaching methods and
the number of graduate students he has turned
out as an instructor at SCSU.
·
"I've had more than 30 graduate
candidates," Grewe said. ''I'm pretty well
known for my field biology courses. My
clas~ have always been full."
Grewe explained that with the help of his
students, he has completed a tremendous
amount of field biology work. Many of the

by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

r-----------,,

-------•

high turnout of graduate students in the field of biology. He is pictured here outside his riverside home in Sartell.
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Hallway
11-1

19

...

14

20

21·

i

Sponsored by HIV/STD Prevention Gran* - S.H.A.P.E.S
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20 Tanning

$33.00

.Sessions
Limit i~~ir~~u~b~

MASTERCARD

VISA

~ar

plus
tax

1i~romer.

DISCOVER ACCEPTED

isl~~

ESUN

712 Mall Germain • Downtown St. Cloud {Across from McRudy's)

2s3-1202
Spring Break Travel Packages SIii/ Available!
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I
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LobbrDay
Many studenlS do not take the
trip, which lasts from 8 to 5,
because their class sc hedulesdo not
permit it. A letter has been sent
from the administ ration to all
faculty, encouraging them to allow
students to miss Wed nesday'~ class.
According to Nelson, the
experience and exposure to issues
from participation in _the trip 1is
worththemi~class t1me.
"It's something th al I feel is very
important," he said. "If a group of
studcnlS goes down there, we're
making a difference. It really does
give you .a stronger connection to
what's going on."
The students who travel to the
capitol will have th e chance to
speak to legislators on a number of
is.sues. For instance:
An alternative lo MnSCU's
budget was proposed by
MSUSA. The alternate budget
removes funding for an

PAGE

"Basically, we support anything
that will help OUI scsu or scsu
students, as far. as financiaf aid

goes," Nelson sp.id.
Those who join the SCSU
contingent to lobby on th~ and
other concerns will be fully briefed
on the details of each issue, Nelson
explained. Not all students at;:ree on
any issue, of course.
·"ff someone chooses 10 take a
different s1and, i1's fine for !hem 10
present their opinion too," Nelson
said. "It's very important that we
have a lot of numbers and a lot of
knowledge.''
The impact of a strong showing,
Nelson explained, is felt later in the
year when MSUSA student
represen1atives
meet
with
legi,lators and MnSCU officials.
"It's basically a day to go down
and speak ~our mi~ to legislators,"
Wellens srud. "Legislators need to
know that students care."

FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING
Now leasing
4 bedroom and
,_studio apartments
or summer and fall.

Call 251 s6005

a

~n valuable," Romanish said. "He brings experiences
and issues we deal with into a different context."
Romanish said he was impressed with Mbeki's
initiative in beginning the program. He emphasized
there should be no cost to existing programs at the
university, since only outmoded equipment is being
sought for donations.
"It strikes me that (Mbeki's) been here a very short
time, and he's realized that we have so much, and those
in his country have so little," Romanish said.

The need for investment and improvement in South
Africa's education and economy is strong, according to
Mheki
•
'This is not only about education," Mbeki said. "We
are trying to recruit investors for the South African
economy. The government cannot make it alone on the
limited resources it has. We need the international
community."
Students interested in the program can contact
Mbeki at 255•2649, or the teacher development office
at 255-3256.

-
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ST. CLOUD
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NOW LEASING!

Immediate Results!

I

!.pusnewspaper
positions availabl

Still Deciding?

I

Retail

PROFESSIONAL.
SUCCESS-ORIENTED.
SOLIDLY FOCUSED.
That's You. That's Us.
Usual Male Big & Tall is A.merici's brgest specialty store e,:clusively cue ring to
lheneedsoflhebig1ndt:1llrn~nofstyle.We 1retheeipcru1tprovidingupdned

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER • JEFF

RISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO

;~~:;!?tt:~;;,~S~: ~~t/!

0
;,~~~f~:'fn?i:::::~eu::t:·~~~1~;
m2c2reer lh11tanmoveyouahe1dwithale1derintheindustry.
If you11rccueer-oriented11nd111nbi1ious,we'dlike you1oeiplorethe opporrunities
"·enowhaveinourSt.Cloud store for;

16 · 21S!AVenueSoulh

"ASSISTANT STORE MANAGERS
"SALES ASSOCIATES

St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301

A,igorousope111tionof).Baker,lnc. , ale1derin1od1y•sspccialty 1ppa relindustry,

For Appomtment or Consultation
Call 320-255•7305 or 320-393·2654

I

i..A_P_P..;ly_at_._·u_n1_ve_rs1..;;....a1,c....::..

_______
...
.

D.M. Van Nostrand, M.D.
4180 Thielman Lane •Suite 104•St. Cloud
(320)251-3666

,-------.... L
JEFF'•
TOTAL BODY PIERCING

showers

1fSTING.

I
I
your flight
I
physical! I
I ■ MEDICINE
OCCUPATIONAL I
I
CLINIC
·1
25)-996):'
I
I
-

2

r-·-------il''

ltankering io - ~ ii I " ' ' tJ j CIJ~Li jij '1 ?t~i ~ii
a delicious
I
Bring this
gourmet ""
sandwich?
I

8 N. 5TH AVE

w/

• Laundry facilities
• Parking, c;arports,
garbages
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves, & more

PREGNANCY
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"In every course (Mbeki's) been in, his presence has

~

• 4 bedroom ap1s.
• 8 campus locations
• 1V & phone jacks in
EXCEL Prone~ all bdrrns.
Mgmt. Inc.
• X-tra large ballirooms

~

1

eleclronic academy and adds
$22.7 million in ruition relief
and $10 million for expanded
course offerings.
A bill has been proposed that
would aJloc:ate a portion of
lottery proceeds for low income
student grants.
MSUSA stands hehind the push
for a tuition freeze.
MSUSA is opposed to current
bills which allow tax•funded
granls for studenlS at private
schools.
·
The need for a strong effort to
increase cultural diversity has
been a topic of debate on
campus, and MnSCU's level of
commitment to cultural
diversity has been questioned.
A possible future program has
been proposed that would allow
families to create a tax•frce
saVJngs account spec1fically for
higher education.

Exchange
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opponunities, we cin show you how 10 connect with 2 retailer w1lh over 4SO
SOCtt:SSfullocationscom•ro-com.Toapply,please
send resume to: Cas111l A-1,le Big & Tall, North
Court Commons, 670 Highway 10. Blline, MN
SS434;orc:a11Jenniferat(612)784-9943 . We
are an equal opponunity emplO)~r. commiued 10
diversity in our workplace. Visit our "'ebsi1e 11
www.lhin1:hig.com.

For Career Information
Call
612-654-5089
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Customer Service

APAR'IMENIS WITH CDMPUTERS
WOULD YOU LIKE A N ~ - - - = - :;~~~~~~%UTER

With a Leader

-~'"'_-,,_,_ , ~ , _,;

-

l\,jNWAS WEATHER
SYSTEM, UNIVERSITY
<IH...'
•'
LIBRARY AND MORE
~
IN YOU NEW APARTMENT BUILDING'

We're Knott's Camp Snoopy, the -.urld's largest indoor 1hemed
anrusement park, and one of the top 10 family vacation
destinations in the wo"rld.
•

TUITION REIMBURSEMENT is now available to eligible
full and parHime employees! Qualify for up to $1,0CO per year
toward your college degree.

BRIDGEVIEW WEST AND BRIDGEVIEW SOUTH

Whether you're looking for a full.time career or a p:irMime job
10 help pay for school, we've got the unique opportunity for
you! We offer a wide range o~ guest service careers in Park

THE ONLY APARTMENTS WITH COMPUTERs FOR
SfUDENT USE AT NO EXIRA CHARGE AVAI!ABLE
24 HOURS ADAY.

Operations, Food Service, and Mercha ndise
In addition to tuition reimbursement we offer exceptional
growth opportunities, flexible s,;hedules to fii. )OUT lifestyle,
a safe and friendly atmosphere, great pay, paid training, and
discounts at stores t hroughout Mall of ~rica.

PILL,'\R PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

:-----------s11
259-4259

Apply today at Employment Services, Knoll's Camp Snoopy,
2nd level, North Side, M·F 12pm-6pm. Or call our Employment
Servkes Hotli ne i t (612) 883-8)0B (8562).

The Minntenuimnenl C"m{'<1ny
Equal Opponunily Employer

7

4 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
Quiet, convenient locations
CLASSIC 500 & RIVER RIDGE APIS.
□ Off_-street Parking

D Dishwasher
D Tuck-und~r Parking
D Laundry
D Mm, Blmds
D Free Basic Cable

D

Controlled Access

D Microwave
D Ind. Locked Bdrms
D Air Conditioning
D Heat/Water Paid
D On-site Caretaker

• 100% coverage, auto
accidents and work injury
• Preferred One and other
insurances accepted
• State of the art facility

l~e~r:!:g I
II B CH
a, $17.99 I

• New water f!lass~ge therapy

I

3700 W. Division St. Suite 101
St. Cloud, MN S6301

uc1ol
UC20

PlusTax
Um;t
oae coupoa _

SUMMER-FALL RENTALS

:!>ti. Pc.ul ellfo.tit
Chiropractor

1 it·HltOU#illj•][•] ~~~~r:~~b. 15,f997 I
2~00S0~~!ions $34.99
1
II "i 3~(neo,
:ffd,Selk~°!11~:Id 11
II

I

I

I

F"
&Talahi &h:I)

-

-

•call for appoinhnent•
evening appointm7nts available

251-3450

I

252•7738

,_ . , . . -

• Student discount
• ·convenient location
Near Crossroads Mall on
Division St: & HWY. 15

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

~I

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

Depa rtmeot of the Treasury

Internal Revenue Service

http://www.irr.ustreu.,ov

Wet Look Jocket•

N?W $19.99
Sierra Poclfic PVC Jcx:ket•

N?W $29.99
Lodies Black PVC Jacket•

N?W $17.99 -

MERGE

-

When we all work together,
great thirags can happen.
Muscular Dystrophy Association

603 Mall Germain• Downtown St. Cloud• 251 -8962
Hours: Monfri. 9:30 p.m. -8 p.m.
Sat. rn a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m.-5 p.m.

1-800-572-1717

m=•lill
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Activity fees
One option is open to SCSU before cuts are
considered,
Trombley
ex.plained.
The administration has agreed to support student

government in asking MnSCU to rescind the
freeze for SCSU, allowing the original budget to
remain.
"We're hoping we'll have the power to raise our
fees a little,'' Trombley said. ·
How successful the attempt will be is unknowi;i.
Due to poor communication with MnSCU, details
of the freeze, such as how long it will last, are
sketchy.
•
"It's been tough to get infonnation from
MnSCU itself," Trombley said.
In addition, SCSU will not have the sup)X)rt of
the Minnesota State Universities Students
Association in its efforts to end the freeze.
According to senior Amy Nord, student
government fee allocations chair, opinions at the
universities making up MSUSA are split regarding
the effects of the fee freeze.

·

This difference in opinion is a result of
differences in the fee allocation process at different
universities. Nord cited Mankato State University
as an example of an institution where students see
the freeze as beneficial, because MSU's
administration has control of fee allocations and
distribution.
By contrast, at S.CSU decisions regarding the
spending of student fees are largely in the hands of
student government. This, along with the open
attitude of university administrators regarding
most student-related budget items is a rarity among
colleges, Nord explained.
"I don't think very many other universities have

Tuesday, February 11, 1997
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the vice-president come to student government
meetings and say 'Hey, here's the budget. Let's
rnscussit,Nordsaid.
If efforts to obtain an eX.ception to the freeze are
unsuccessful, the $200,000 must be cut from one
or more of the areas funded by student fees.
Candidates include student organizations, health
services and director-managed areas, such as
minority student programs. Members of the fee
allocations committee favor cutting budgets for
student organizations.
''At this point, honestly, there aren't huge cuts
in director-managed programs that can be made,"
Trombley said. 'The harsh reality is that the
$200,000 could come mostly out of university
ofganizations."
Nord said that a~ funding for many areas, such
as healJh services, has been cut, appropriations for
student groups and organizations has increased. To
offset this, some services that have been available
for free in the past now cost money.
''Directors are taking their cuts; everybody's
taking their cuts," Nord said. "Now it's time for
student organizations to take their cuts."
Recommendations on exactly which
organizations take cl.its will be made by student
government. Members encouraged students to
contribute to the decision-making process.
"If we cut organizations' budgets, piople will
be mad, but nobody's willing to talk about it and
figure it out," Nord said.
Discussion of what programs to cut take place
at student government meetings, which begin at
5 p.m. Thursdays in the Glacier room· of Atwood
Memorial Center.

The first aspect 'of this plan might be
implemented over the summer. A coffee
house/b.ts depot might be put up by Q
and K lots. Other possibilities include a
dry cleaners or a new location for
University Public Safety.
Besides the six principles of the
Physical Master Plan: Gilchrist said
there are three separate issues, oncampus transportation, parking for
events on the north end of campus and
the future of Lawrence Hall that need to
be addressed.

Gilchrist said although all of these
events are important, they have to be
addressed as the individual issues arise.
Gilchrist said if the Phjsical Master
Plan was implemented 100 percent it

Let your Sweetheart know
she's special with the
Gift of Panache.
THE PANACHE Sm EXPERIENCE

Ask
$ I 5

PASSPORT

University Public Safety

l_N:?c~~¼:it
,:>

PHOTOS?

C all 255-4086
for
Julie
or Shane
for 10 b& w photos

The perfect gift for someone who has
always wonfiered what a Spa is all
about! Pamper them, and let them
know how special they really are!
'i' Mini Facial Treatment
'i' 112 hr massage

.

'

NEED

would cost the university. nearly $12
million.
Steve Ludwig, assistant vice
president"for facilities managooient, said
most of the work that will be done would
have been done anyway with nonnal
yearly repairs and changes. Now they
will be done with the Physical Master
Plan in mind.
Ludwig said the· master plan was .
started in October of 1995 and is set up
as a ten-year program. He says that does
not necessarily mean everything written
out will be accomplished.
·
"Everybody
involved
must
understand this is a JO-year guide, it is
not a cookbook of exactly what needs to
be accomplished," Ludwig said.

'. ,

'i s:aa:::;:;:~::iith Paraffin

'i'Pedic~re
"' Makeup re-touch

:ALO N & SP A

_

"':'Z~-

3t~~~~~2~~t- <:;lo~d

33~-th

ST.4DT VUNNli--16
SVVli--16 13121~!
At WMMUMTY
BIO-!i:ESOURCES.

you c,m give the
gift of life and
eam money for
spring break.
Thousands of
people j ust like

,~{ft1(17 you rely on
,..,,

University Public Safety will be accepting employment
applications for the Fall Quarter of 1997. .
Anyone who is interested in applyi~g should stop by
· room 102 in Administrative Services to
pick up an application.
Positions available will be Dispatchers and Patrol Officers.
Employment is open to all Students who are currently
enrolled for at least 6 credits at SCSU.
The ending date for accepting applications for Fall Quarter
will be 4:30 p.m., Feb. 28, 1997.
SCSU Is an affirmative actiOnlequal opportunity educator and elTlJloyar. Upon request this document will be
made available In large print or audio tape TDD: HI00-627-3529 outstate or 297•5353-Twin Cities.

plasma products

to live healthy normal lives. Becau"Se your
donation is so important you are
compensated for your time.
Plasma donations are completely safe
& easy, you can use your time to study.
relax. or plan your spring break get away to
Fort Lauderdale, Mexico, Vail. or any
destination of your choice.
For more Information or to schedule
an appointment call 259-6300.

Community Bio~Resources
2019
Mon.,Wed., Fri.
Tue., Thurs.
Sat.

Stearns Way
.
6:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
6:00 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
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Tracksters dash.to success
Meinert qualifies for nationals; DeRosier breaks vault record
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

SPORTS EDITOR

There were rhany highs at the recent Husky Invitational
For 20 minutes this weekend, the SCSU Track and Field meet, but ~CSU senior Carey Meinert
hockey squad played the role of grateful guests experienced the biggest highlighi of them all.
to one of the bottom teams in the Western
Meinert fini shed first in the 60-meter hurdle with a time of
Collegiate Hockey Association.
9.03, but it was a first place finish in the high jump that had her
After scoring a 4-2 victory Friday, the jumping for joy.
SCSU hockey squ?,d fell 5-3 to the University
Meinen jumped for 5-8, which automatically qualified her
of Alaska - Anchorage Saturday, giving up for an NCAA berth.
four goals in the final stanza.
"(Meinert) was the real highlight of the women's meet,"
"It was just a mental breakdown," said head coach Tracy Dill said. "Her jump was good enough for an
SCSU sophomore Matt Cullen. "We just let a automatic berth to the NCAA's, and personally I think she
few guys get away and they got us."
could've gone even higher.".
Friday, CUilen led the Huskies with a pair of
Junior sprinter Carmen Richardson continued her first place
goaJs.
dominance gaining three more first-place finishes.
At 8:29 of the first period, the sophomore
Richardson finished first in the 60-meter in 7.86. She also
from Moorhead, Minn., started scoring, but . finished first in the 200-meter with a time of 25.89, which set
University of Alaska Anchorage tied things up an SCSU record.
with a power-play goal from Klage Kaebel ai
"Richardson had another excellent meet," Dill said. "She's a
15,40.
quality spinner and having a great year, but she still has some
Just over a minute into the ·second period, good people to run against."
Husky junior Sacha Molin notched an
Richardson helped the SCSU women to a first-place finish
unassisted goal to put SCSU on top 2- l. The in the 4x400-meter relay with a time of 4:08.61.
goal was Molin's 15th of the season.
Senior Sandy Dingmann's toss of 15.39 meters in the 20Cullen added an unassisted short-handed pound weight throw also set an SCSU record as well as
goaJ at the IO: 15 mark, and senior Dave provisionally qualify her for the NCAA's.
Paradise put away a power-play goal five
"We got an excellant performance from our women's team,"
minutes later. The Huskies took a 4-1 lead into Dill said. "I was particularly pleased with some of ihe freshmen
the final period and never looked back.
on the team. We have a young women's team and they are
UAA's Jeff Edwards tallied a goal at the coming around nicely."
Junior Bobby Ewings and senior Dustin DeRosier made
l :05 mark of the third period, but it was too
little, too late for the Seawolves.
sure the men's team didn't go home empty handed.
DeRosier, who ranks number one in the nation in Divi~ion II
"We played pretty well all night and
capitalized on all of our chances,'' Cullen said. pole vaulting, broke his.own schoql record of 17-4 3/4 in the
"We really made some good things happen for pole vault with a mark of 17-7.
ourselves."
It marked the third time this season he broke the pole vault
Junior netminder Brian Leitza turned away · n;cord,
16 shots in the victory.
EWings finished first in the men's 60-meter in 6.91 and the
Saturday, things started off well for the 200-meter in 22.22.
Huskies, but got ugly late.
"Ewings ran an excellent 200 and really had an outstanding
Eric Silverman gave the Seawolves a l-0 finish," Dill Said.
lead, but SCSU sophomore Jason Goulet tied
Next up for the Huskies will be the SCSU Open Frid__ay at
things up 21 seconds after the Silverman goal Halenbeck Hall. Friday's meet will be the final meet before the
Huskies travel to the University of South Dakota in Vermillion,
on a pass from freshman Matt Npga.
With 49 seconds remaining in the first S.D., for the NCC Championships Feb. 23 and 24.
period, Husky freshman Mike Rucinski put the
Huskies up 2-1 after tipping a blast from the
SCSU sophomore Mike Pooler runs in the second
point by ~eniot captain Mike 'O'Connell.

Go TO SPLIT, PAGE 11 _,

preliminary heat of the 60-meter hurdles Friday in
Halenbeck Hall.

Shane A. Opati/ASSISTANT PHUTO EDITOR

Late bomb by NDSU stops Huskies again
by Rob LaPlante

said.
SCSU would look to gain a split out of the
The second half saw the Bison fight their weekend Saturday night against the
way back into the contest anci took the lead struggling University of North Dakota.
You had to seen it to believe it.
. 66-62 with 4:49 left to play.
1be Fighting Sioux lost their previous five
On Jan. I 1, the Huskies lost 60-57 on a last
1be Huskies would battle their way back contests heading into the game with the
second three-pointer by North Dakota State into the game and take the. lead 72-71 after Huskies.
University's guard Mark McGehee with 2,3 junior forward Nate Pelowski's layup with 23
The first half was nothing like the last time
seconds in the ganie.
seconds left in the game.
the two teams met in a 95-66 Husky rout
Friday, NDSU's Fred Riley hit a threeThe Bison inbounded the ball after a earlier this season.
point basket with .9 seconds left to give the timeout and with .9 seconds left and Riley, a
The Sioux enjoyed a 43-39 halftime lead,
Bison a 74-72 victory, and leave the Huskies senior s~k a 3-pointer to give ijl)SU a 74-72 but the Huskies battled their way back. With
with a feeling of deja vu.
lead and the eventual game-winning b~ket.
SCSU leading 97-94, UND's Brad Larson hit
The Huskies looked to avenge the earlier
"It was kind of like hilving a knife stuck in a game-tying 3-pointer to tie the score
season Joss and jumped off to a 30-6 first half your back," Pelowski said."To have (NDSU) sending the game into overtime.
lead.
beat us twice this year on last second shots
"Some of us were feeling the wear and
"We got off to a great start and our defense was a real shock."
tear from the night before," Bryant said. "We
was creating turnovers," SCSU head coach
Senior guard Tony Morrow led the decided that we can be tired tomorrow, but we
Butch Raymond.said.
Huskies with 24 points. Sophomore guard just weren't going to lose that game."
The great start was needed as NDSU Jon Bryant finished with 18 points and had a
The Huskies fell behind on a few
outscored the Huskies 28-15 the rest of the career high six steals.
• occassions ·in the fi rst overtime, but every
first half.
"It was a real sick feeling,'' Raymond said. time they fell behind, they bounced back to
'"T'!C momentum of the game changed "Our guys played so hard and so well, but tie the game.
around after (NDSU) scored nine points in (NDSU) made a great play and hit a big
The most critical play came with UNO up
the last 57 seconds of the half," Raymond basket to win it."
108-106 and junior center Jon Hinzman
STAFF WRITER

returning to the game after limping off with
I:05 left. Hinzman sent the game into doubleovertime after scoring two of his career high
36 points, with four seconds left, tying the
game at 108.
'Bryant took the game over in the second
overtime. He hit three 3-pointers and scored
11 of his career high 40 points in the second
overtime, en route to a 121-119 Husky
victory.
"It was a lot of fun ,'' Bryant said. "I only
had five points in the first half, but in the
second half, I was able to hit some shots and
it continued from there the rest of the game."
The split keeps the Huskies ( 16-6 overall,
8-5 NCC) in fourth place in the conference
and a game and a half behind first place South
Dakota State University.
"It's a great race and we're still involved,"
Raymond said. "We just need to play one
game at a time and see what it boils down to
at the end."
SCSU hosts Morningside College Friday
and !he University of South Dakota Saturday.
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Husky grapple~ win two in final home stand
by Heather'Proskey
STAFF WRITER

With three matches this weekend, the
SCSU wreslling squad wrestled each
match like it was their last.
This weekend's matches, were the last
in Halenbeck Hall for Andy Reigstad, Jeff

Bullennan and Keith.Werk. Werk went 2•

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PH(Tf()GRAPHER

SCSU senior Ketth Werk throws down his opponent Saturday at Halenbeck Hall.

1 this wl'iekend and Bullennan had a 1-2
record.
"It was a sad moment," Grimit said.
'They have brought · this program to· a
higher level."
SCSU (3-3 North Central Conference,
6-4 overall) defeated the University of
North Dakota 24-15 J:riday. Sophomore
Ryan Marx won at 177 pounds to tie the
score at 15- 15.
.
UND forfeited the 189-pound match,
and freshman Matt LeB!anc won at the
heavyweight division to close a successful
match for the SCSU.
'The wrestlers hope to walk off of !,he
mat a better wrestler than when they
walked on," said stsu head coach Steve
Grimit.
..
Reigstad JX)Sted a pin in the 158-JX)und
diviSion on Friday. The senior garnered

pins in all three of his matches this
weekend.
The Huskies hosted the University of
Nebraska_:_ Omaha and Southwest State
University Saturday.
The Mavericks are the top-ranked
team in the nation, and defeated the
Huskies21-15.
Reigstad pinned UNO's Chris Blair at
158 JX)Unds. Reigstad ·piniled him 1:35
into the match.
Blair is the fourth-rated wrestler in .the
nation in the 158-JX)und weight class..
"It .was a good and exciting pin,"
Reigstad said. "I have had clo~ matches
(with Blair) before and it was the one I'm
most excited about."
Reigstad's third pin of the weekend
came against Southwest ,State's Dave
Parliment at 1:08, putting Reigstad's
record at 25-2.
Both of Reigstad's losses came against
Division I opponents.
"Every time we wrestle we get better,"
Grimit said. "It is not the quanity of
a_ttempts, it is the quality."
The Huskies head to Fargo, N.D., to
face North Dakota State University
Friday in a NCC match..

Swim teams fall to North Dakota, defeat MSU
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

After losing Friday to the
University of North Dakota, the
SCSU swimming and diving teams
won Saturday against Mankato
State University.
The Husky women's squad
suffered their first conference loss

144~98, Friday to UNO.
"UNO is perennially the (North
Central Conference) champions,"
head coach Lori Clark said. ''This
season (UNO) has got another
strori.g team."
Junior diver Sarah Loquai broke
two SCSU school records aga,inst
UNO. Her scores of 452.00 in the
I-meter and 473.45 in the 3-meter
dives, are school records.

Senior-Sarah Malone's 1:01.74
in the 100-buttertly and sophomore
DebraAraj;s 11:06.25 in the 1,000freestyle were the other first place
finishes for SCSU.
Like the women, the men's team
came up short against the Sioux.
Junior diver Ryan Bucher set
school records .with his first place
dives in the I-meter (507.85) and
the 3-meter (522.65), but it wasn't

enough as SCSU fell 150-92 . .
Both teams tallied victories over
Mankato State University Saturday.
The men won 130.5-100.5.
Senior Dave Schwantes had three
first place finishes. He won the 100free (48.88), tied with MSU's Matt
Boyer in the SO-free (22.32) ·and
helped in a first place finish in the
400free relay.
"It wasn't one of (Schwantes')

Hey Minnesooota,

SCSU Health Services
Urgent Care Clinic
contracts with many
health insurances!

'lf@lillIT'

PROVIDERS INCLUDE:

v ,CENTRAL MN GROUP HEALTH

v BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD v MEDICA
,v CHAMPUS v STUDENT INSURANCE
v MEDICAL ASSISTANCE v MN CARE
V P-MAP v U CARE •••COMING SOON

better races," Clark said of the tie.
"He is at a point whei:e he does
better when he has to catch up and
he races better in the· longer races
and sometinies has to struggle in
the shorter races."
1be women had nine first place
finishes en route to their 152.5-84.5
victory.
•
The Huskies will be off until the
NCC meet, Feb. _19-22 at UNO.

What's your favorite beer...
to wear?

r--------------------,
: CLYDESDALE CORNER :
:I
I
I
I
I

GIFr
SHOP
,
1020 Industrial Dr. S,
. in Sauk Rapids off Hwy. 10
(320) 251-7375
H=, M-F 11,30-5,30

L--------------------~
25o/o off all
merc:Landise

College Night
Tuesday. Feb. 11 5-9 p.m.

hlarm· hlishes

It

frcrm Health Services!
St'J' kiJ to 3et <:four
Valent£ne's Gift Jrmn

Health Services,

HlEE hot chocolate

frmn 8,3Clmn to 1,ClClym on Fr~,

Feb. 1+.

Hayfi!J Valentine'.s

'Dae/

Call 255-3193
for more
information.

Anheuser-Busch
Apparel & Merchandise
Budweisier Michelob
rtlid..,lob Colden Bu,,cJ, Amb,,r Rock
Budlce Red Wolf

APPiications are
available for MN
Care & Student
Insurance at
Health, Services.

A Tradition of Excellence in Student Health Care!

:I
I
I
I
I

Bring coupon & valid college 1.0.
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Bison, Sioux blast Huskies
Heather Proskey
STAFF WRITER

The road has turned out to be an
unpleasant place for the women's

basketball team.
SCSU- (2-11 North Central

Conference, 7-15 overall) set out to
erase their two game losing streak
with a road win against the North

Dakota State University Bison, but
NDSU proved to be too much.
The third loss in a row came

against the top-ranked Bison, 10878 at the 'Bison Sports Arena
"We played the toughest two
teams in the nation this weekend
and we played very well," coach
Lori Ulferts said. 'The second half

of the NDSU game we played very
well."

Less than )¥nc minutes into the

Split

game, the Huskies were down 22-2.

It was a record-setting night for

Going into the second half with

All-American center Jenny Crouse

a 55-29 lead, NDSU's Kasey who blocked 14 shots to lead the
Morlock had 17 points. The defense Souix to victory 101·66. ·
was not there in the first half for the
"(Crouse) set a lot af NCC
Huskies, but it came around to records. (Sunday)," Ulferts said.
improve in the second.
''They had nice crowds behind
· "We realize we played the first them."
and second ranked teams in the
Crouse finished with 19 points
nation," sophomore Barb Verkuilen and 12 rebounds.
said. "We know we're not going to
"We are going to work on post
.kill them."
play in practice and be more
SCSU's Charysse Minder aggressive," Ulferts said. ''Two
scored a career-high 17 points. teams we cari _beat will be coming
Freshman Sarah Brand chipped in ,in , so we are ready to be at home
12 point$ for the Huskies.
again."
"Home court was . the big
The
Huskies
challenge
~ifference in the way we played Morningside C:ollege Friday and
against NDSU," Verkuilen said. _ South Dakota State University
'ibey had their big horq.e crowd."
Saturday._Both games are slated to
Saturday the Huskies visited begin at 6 p.m. in Halenbeck Hall.
Grand Forks, N.D., to face the .
Fighting Sioux.
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At 5: 17 of the second period, freshman Tom Lund
banged home a rebound after Rucinski hit the post,
putting the Huskies ahead by a pair of goals.
With a 3-1 lead entering the final period of play,
Cullen said the Huskies just broke down and gave the
game to the Seawolves.
"We made some mistakes and they buried their
chances," Cullen said. 'They worked really hard but we
allowed them back into it'
UAA got goals from Regg Simon, Todd Bethard,
Eric Tuott and Edwards to seal the split with the
Huskies.
Cullen said thaf the Huskies took for granted the)'
were on their way to another victory.
"When you're ahead 3-1, you are supposed to play
good, defensive hockey and you're supposed to win,"

Cullen said. "You've got to smother the other team, and
we gave them scime breathing room."
The split kept the "Huskies in fifth place in the
WCHA with 31 points. The Huskies trail the University
of Wisconsin and Colorado College by one point.
SCSU hosts the University of Wisconsin Badgers
Friday and Saturday in a crucial series for both squads.
''This is for sure·the biggest weekend of the year and
every weekend until the end of the regular season will
be the most important weekend," Cullen said. 'This is
a big weekend for us and we have to be thinking
sweep."
.
Friday's contest is slated to begin at 8:35 p.m. and
Saturday's game _will start at 8:05 p.m. Both games will
be played at the National Hockey Center.

CASH

Need.some
for Spring Break?
Pawn, sell, buy, trade

Lowest pawn rate
charges in central
Minnesota!
.
21 years qf commitment
M-F 9-5:30 p.m.
Sat 9-3:00 p.m.

Granite City Pawn
424 East St Germain

UniversitLJ Program Board Presents:
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St Cloud, MN

252-7736

University Program Board Literary
~ Arts Committee Presents:

films
,, Jit"·
4 p.m. Feb.13: 7 p.m. Feb. 14. 16: 9:30 p.m . Feb. 15

"Poetic Justice"
7 p.m. Feb. 13. 15: 9:30 p.m. Feb. 14: 3 p.m. Feb. 16
Atwoo'd Theater - Free Admittance with S.CSU ID

....•....•...........
SP€CiAL €V€DCS
Winter Weel/ Coronation
8 p.m. Tue. Feb. 13
Ritsche Auditorium

···········~··········
:
'!

UCERARU ARCS

Robert Bly
: Mr: 811,1 ls a poet. stor1,1teller. translator. and world wide

: OUClOOS/REC
Winter, Weeki!
!'

: lecture. He has published numerous boois including his
: latest. .. The Sibling Societ1,1 ... His poetry reading and story
: telling reveal the W<!nder of living and magic of langui;ige.
:
Writing a Poem Each Morning:
Poetry. Talk. and Discussion
:
7 p.m. Feb. 12 Vo1,1ageurs Room. AMC

l
:'
:

Ticiets Free with SCSU ID. $5 Public
Available in AMC 118.

:

Feb. 10-15

l

Phat Winter Fun

:
:

3 p.m.-6 p.m. Feb. II

!

l
:
:'

:

1..---------------------------------------------.J

Atwood

Kayak Training .Session
6 p.m.-9 p.m. Feb. 12
HAH Pool

Wed, Feb.12
St. Cloud State University
Writing a Poem Each Morning
· Poetry, Talk, and Discussion
7 p.m. Voyageurs Room Atwood Center
Free with SCSU JD, $5 Public
Tickets available at AMC 118 and Herbergers.
A book-signing will follow the presentation
For mbre information call UPB (320) 255-2205
Special Thanks to_creative writing, English department
UPB does not discriminate on the basis of disabillty in the admission or
access 19. or treatment or employment in its programs or activities. If
special services or arrangements are needed for this program call
255·2205 or voice translator 612/297-5353 one week prior to the event.

ON CAMPUS

OFF CAMPUS
Tuesday, Feliruary 1 L 1997
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• 363-7797
• 4 rope tows
• Lighted hills that range from mild
to wild!
• Warm chalet and snack bar
• $8 for adults $6 for children
• $6 for groups of 20 or more
• 2 New snow-boarding hills

r----------------------,
I
SCS SPECIAL:
I
I
. I

BUY TWO TOW TICKETS
GET ONE FREE!!!

Microbrewed Beer onl~ $1.25
gunday B p.rn.-12 a.rn. s Mon-Thur. 10 p.rn.-la.rn.

I
I

L----------------------~
Private parties with beverage may , Open 12 - 9p.m.

reserve the hill only after 9 p.m.

· 16 oz. of our own

All ApJ?etizer~ V2 off
gunday~ B-10 p.rn. s Mon. - Thur. 10 p.rn.-1 a.rn.

s.

everyday

4 Miles south of St. Joe on Cty. Rd. 2 until
· Junction 160, then right 1 mile

Experience The Bed. Pool table~ arid

THIS COUPON NOT VALIO ON PRIVATE PARTIES
OR WITH OTHER SPECIALS

Dart Board~ in gr_. Cloud.
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Check ·
this out!
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Fird WHAT TO
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•AU. THAT GUTTERS IS GOLD"

Blind Ma·n•s BJuff
A capella Concert
Ritsche Auditorium
8 -9:30 p.m.

Robert Bly Presentation
AMC.Voyageur Room
7p.m.

Winter Week Coronation
Ritsche Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Casino Night and Dance
Atwood Ballroom, 10 p.m.

Do?
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everlJT~
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Sponsored by,Unlverslty Program Board
For more Information contact UPB office In AMC 118. [320) 255-2205
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Animal House wins in 'T Files' competit~on
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

After 50 hours, nearly 500 questions, and
countless caffeine-laced beverages, Animal
House was named the champion of KVSC's
annual trivia competition.
This year's contest, '"The T-Files," drew
48 teams - a new record - along with over
100 volunteers, and a dog.
The atmosphere at the station, according
to tired workers, was one of complete chaos.
Jo McMullen, station manager at KVSC, said
the weekend was a success.
"It was a challenge because of the number
of teams we had," McMullen said. "But we
got up to speed."
The 50-,hour contest started Friday at 5

p.m. when the first question was opened over
the airwaves. It continued through 7 p.m.
Sunday with eight to ten questions asked each
hour.
By hour seven, the team Animal House ·
was in the lead with 1,4IO points. Defending
champions GDI, had received 1,080 points,
giving them a spot near the top 5.
"GDI usually doesn't · start '·off in first
place," said Jeff Chamberlain, a production
director at KVSC. 'They really pace
themselves, so by late Saturday night, when
everyone else is slowing down, they move in
to the lead."
Kristine WhiJe!Sr,ffF PHaroGRAPHER
Another team, Ken's BBQ Beef, had 580
points at hour seven. Captain, Ken Odenthal Members of the trivia team Those Meddling Kids were still working Sunday afternoon after holding the first place position
said he wasn't too worried about not Saturday evening. They fell behind Animal House and GDI and eventually placed third with 11, 880 points after 50 hours of
answering questions. The "Kids" received a comeback award at the Sunday night banquet for their improved performance.
winning.
'The contest is just a really good get and countless newspapers, to prepare for any though, helping them score points to even the ramblings, which were followed by periods
together," Odenthal said. "We get to see question that came up.
most obscure questions, such as, "What is the of absolute silence.
people we haven't seen in years."
'1t's amazing, the research so~e of the name of the British Royal Yacht, soon to be
During one of those quiet times the alumni
Odenthal, who's team ended up in 20th teams have done," said Nova Schinitz. a decommissioned"?"
helping with the line put together their own
place, said the most fun piµt of the trivia contest question writer.
It wasn't long .before GDI moved up the "dub mix" of challenges and odd remarks
contest Was researching. According to him,
_The research paid off for most teams, list, to a spot in the top 3. 1beir competition they received from teams.
the team brought in 300 movies, 600 books
continued to be Animal House and another
''A lot of the weird stuff that's getting
team, Those Meddling Kids.
.
cranked out is due to a real lack of sleep and
probably hallucinations," said Brett Hudoba.
But
for
all
the
racing
around
team
Top Ten
members djd over the weekend, volunteers
Hudoba, who had only eight hours of
who manned the phones, broadcasted the sleep, and his friends are all recent graduates
10. E.T. )()()(.Fifes: 9,Z30 pts
. s. SOc/ety tor Creative
updates, and wrote the questions had an of SCSU who were involved in KVSC's trivia
equally difficult task. They spent the entire contest in the past and got hooked.
9. Rich Corinthian Leather:
Anarchism: 11,ZIS pts.
weekend at the station helping oul and
'This is the only reunion we would
attend," said Farced Guyout, volunteer.
9,400pts.
4. Learned Pigs and Flreproa running on three to four hours of sleep.
"We find the humor where we can get it,"
Shaky hanils and unclear heads djd not
said volunteer Jason Johnston.
iJ. Sigma Phi Nothing:
Women: 11,36s pts.
keep the volunteers down, though. They
Brian Glerum, another volunteer on the worked shifts on the phones, staying awake
9,890 pts.
3. Those Mec/dl/ng Kids:
phone, summed up the weekend as "trivia, with any caffeine they could find in the
insomnia, and fun."
building, most of which, along with a lot of
7. Voo f?<XJ Dolls: 10,460 pts.
11,880 pts.
People who handled the Challenge Line food, had been brought in from area
had a difficult time sifting through the companies.
6. Cowboy Da/e·s Pol/fa Fun
Z. GD/: IZ,O 10 pts.
number of calls they received, whether they
Go TO TRIVIA, PAGE 15 •
Fest: I0,49S pts.
1.Anlmat House: ,z,140 pts. were challenges to opposing teams or just

TllVlil. Teams

Lincoln Center society performs at SCSU
Chamber music concert featured world premiere of a Minnesota composition
by Eric J. Hedlund
EDITOR IN CHIEF

SCSU had its own version of
"Live from Lincoln Center"
Thursday night.
Members of the Chamber Music
Society of Lincoln Center paid a
visit to St. Cloud, performing a
concert in the Kimberly A. Ritsche
Auditorium to a crowd of more
than 300.
The New York•based chamber
muSic society, which consists of
20 musicians, focuses on the

It's really like intimate conversation
between very intelligent people.
Stephen Paulus
MINNESOTA COMPOSER

creation and perfonnance of
chamber music. 1be society tours
nationally and internationaJly, and
performs on their national

television program "Live from
Lincoln Center."
1be group which perfonned at
SCSU, which included three artist

members of the chamber· music
society and two guest artists,
performed pieces by Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart, Heitor Villa•
Lobos and Robert Schumann.
The highlight of the . night,
however, was the world premiere
of a composition
written
specifically for the Lincoln Center
by St. Paul composer Stephen
Paulus: ·
Paulus's work, titled "Dramatic
Suite for Flute, Violin, Viola, Cello
and Piano," was commissioned for
the Lincoln Center chamber group

by ~ Mii:mesota Commissioning
Club, a group whose purpose is to
promote and provide exposure for
Minnesota composers.
"When it's played as beautifully
and as expertly as what we're
hearing this evening, it's really
like
intimate
conversation
between very intelligent people,"
Paulus said during a brief speech he
made before his piece was
perfonned.

Go TO CONCERT, PAGE 14 •
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Concert
"I titled the work 'Dramatic
Suite' because I wanted to write
something that would capture this
idea of animated conversatiOn,"

Paulus said.
The suite, composed ·Jast year,
consists of five moYements.
Traditional movement names

describe the tempo and sometimes
the mood of a movement, such as

the fast-paced "Vivace" or the slow,
somber "Largo."
Paulus's movement names serve
the same purpose, but instead have
more modem names: "Electric,"
"Dark," "Playful," "Volatile" and

"Desolate."
Each of the five instruments in

the piece were equaJly treated in the
piece, with no one instrument
dominating the entire work.
Paulus compared the way
composers were commissioned to
write music in the past to the

present.
"The usual manner of bringing a
new work forth, especially a work
of music, to the attention of the
public

was

for

royalty

to

PAGE 13
commission something, .. Paulus professional g_roups to play· in the
said. "Nowadays, that role is · area.
usually played by foundations, both
The stuaent turnout at the
private and corporate.
perfonnance was high, which is
There is also a growing trend for good since students might not travel
individuals to commission works as off-campus to hear chamber music,
well, especially in the United Dubin said.
States·, according to Paulus.
Michal
Komomiczak:,
Sometimes these piece are Perfonning
Arts
Committee
commissioned for the opening of coordinator, said this event was .a
buildings, anniversaries and other good thing for the university, and
occasions.
that he would like to cooperate with
This concert, which took about a the SL Cloud chamber society on
year to plan; was the first time the future events.
'
University Programming Board
This event was not without its
Perfonning Arts C,ommittee and the complications.
Paulus
was
Chamber Music Society of St. scheduled to have heart surgery
Cl9Ud worked together.
Thursday, but someone else had a
Susan Dubin, executive director more urgent need for surgery, and
of the Chamber Music Society of Paulus's · surgery was postponed
St. Cloud, said she was happy with until 4 a.m. Friday. Paulus decided
both perfonnance and the turnout.
to attend the world premiere of his
St. Cloud's chamber music work, then leave during the
society is similar to Linc6ln intennission.
Center's, in that it exists to promote
One of· the Lincoln Center
the perfonnance and appreciation violinists, Ani Kavafian, broke her
of chamber music, but instead of wrist while cross-country skiing
putting on its own perfonnances, over the weekend of Feb. I , and
the St. Cloud group brings in was replaced by violinist Theodore
Ann, a guest artist who plays
regularly with the chamber group.
Despite these complications, the
musicians received a strong round
of applause from the audience
when ihe concert was finished.
"I think it's absolutely
marvelous to have a world-class
group .of musicians at St. Cloud
State University," said SCSU
President Bruce Grube, who
attended the concert. He said he
hopes the university can continue
its
partnership
with
the
Chamber Music Society of St.
Cloud.

Remember
that you
are dust ...

Lukas JohnsoniSr,ffF PHOTOGRAPHER

Cellist Colin Carr, who occasionally plays with the Chamber
Music Society of Lincoln Center, warms up before the Thursday
evening concert in the Kimberly A. Ritsche Audttorium.
Cellist Colin Carr, Who
occasionally perfonns with the
chamber society, said working with
living composers, instead of with
music
by
composers
like
Beethoven,
always
brings
something new.

"It keeps you on your toes,"
Carr said. "You never know
what's going through a composer's
mind, really. He always has
something• different, something
other than What you might
expect."

If we offered to tell you how to relieve pain,

would you want to listen?
Ash Wednesday
February 12
noon
7pm

We thought so. That's why we figured you would be interested
to know that we will be on campus to give spinal exams.
This is your chance to get a FREE SPINAL SCREENING
from experienced chiropractors.

Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday; 9a.m .• ll:15a.m .Sp.m '.
Mass & Events 251-3261
Office 251-3260

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

What: Free spinal exams!
When: From 9 am to 4 pm, February 10-13.
Where: The Student Union area in

the Atwood Memorial Center.

YMCA MINNEAPOLIS
CAMPING ADVENTURES
We have four unique camps, camp
Icaghowan, Camp Thduhapi, Camp Menogyn, and
Camp Warren, in which to learn and experience
the fun of working outdooIB with children. We
have many opportunities for career advancemen~
seasonal or full- time. We hav_e five day camps
with many opportunities as well. Call (612) 822CAMP for more infonnation on any of our
camps.
Wewill be at your school job fair on
Thursday, February 13, Please Stop by to find out
all the career possibilities for you to choose!

Come to Atwood February 10-13 ......
...... and learn how 'to relieve those nagging pains.

It's free. It's convenient. It's a no-brainer.
SPINAL REHAB CLINICS
225 N. Benton Drive Suite 105
Sauk Rapids

252-BACK

CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH

C~~J' Ef:d ~;_~~
5

St. Cloud

253-0567
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Burnside belts out the blues Trivia

PAGE 13

While not for young children or the lyrically sensitive,
album is an unrestrained explosion of blues
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR
"A ass pocket of whiskey" was

recorded by R.L Burnside on the
afternoon of June 6, 1996.
Whether this lack of a rehearsal

had anything to do with
the spontaneous and
chaotic sound to the
album is debatable.
What is certain,
however, is that the
resulting stew of footstomping rhythm and '
ear-biting guitar licks is
an unbelievably
powerful mixture.
When Burnside's deep wailing
voice and no-holds-barred lyrics
are added to the pot, the musical
brew becomes a potion powerful
enough to knock a listener into
stark oblivion.
As the title suggests, many of
the lyrics of "A ass pocket of
whiskey" are not for the faint of
heart. Burnside uses profanity in
the manner of an old man who
doesn't give a damn who he
offends.
Fortunately, the swearing fails
to detract from the music. The
songs on the a"lbum deal with the
harsh and sometimes humorous
realities of life, and the grating
moan of the guitarwork and
throbbing drums are perfectly in
tune with R.L. Burnside, when he
swears and when he doesn't.

Though not all of the album is

exactly ,family material, the talent
displayed by Burnside and the
Blues Explosiqn, his backup band,
is undeniable. The album wastes
no time on subtlety, preferring to
go straight for the jugular, or more
appropriately, the inner
ear.
"Goin'Down

South," the first song on
the album, immediately
lau'nches the Ii*ner into
a universe of barely
controlled high-energy
· noise. 11le song selS the
tone for the entire
album. Some of the
following songs, such as 'The
Criminal Inside Me," "Walkin'
Blues," and "Tojo
told Hitler" relax
the pace to a slow
heavy beat, before
resuming the
jackhammer
rhythm with
"Poor Boy,"
"Snake Drive,"
and "Shake 'em
On Down."
Throughout
the sonic
onslaugh~.
Burnside's voice
rises above the
melodies, moving with ease frorri
a commanding shout to a soulful
moan to a joyous whoop on a
moment's notice.

"Companies around town have
been really cool about donating
stuff to keep the volunteers going,"
• Several aspects of the music on
Chamberlain said.
"A ass pocket of whiskey" have
Things quieted.down a little at
little in common with lraditional
the station around hour 40. By then,
fonns and styles of blues.
GDI was in first place with 9,390
Feedback and distortion are used
points, closely followed by Animal
frequently, giving the music a
House and Those Meddling ~ds.
strange resemblance to the wild
The big questions were thrown
and ear-straining guitar style
out to those still playing around
common to present-day
hour 44, with point values of250 or
"alternative" groups. In particular,
300. Suspense was also built Up by
the music of Nirvana comes to
KVSC in the last few hours when
mind. Really. No lie.
they did not give out rankings over
, The partial merging of the t~o
the air.
seemingly distant genres of music ·
Awards were given out in a
could be a result of the youth of
ceremony Sunday night in the
the members of the Blues
Ritsche
auditorium in Stewart Hall
Explosion in conjunction with
for the winners and volunteers. The
Burnside's more advanced age.
ceremony
poked fun at team names,
Whatever it is, it works beautifully.
which ranged from Warren
~e final product is music that
Commission
Rejects and Panties
encompasses
Waaaaaay Too light to Cocktails at ·
the energy and
Southfork and Three Drunks Ain't
free fonn
common to both Got Books.
Those Meddling Kids, who
blues and
were also named Most Improved
grunge. More
surprisingly, the Team, came clad in their ScoobyDoo gear and, when accepting their
album lacks a
award for third place, thanked GDI
general attitude
for giving them a good competition.
of depression,
GDI, the five-time winners,
another trait of
were greeted with strong applause
both styles. It is
and
some shocked gasps by onunmistakably
looking teams when it was
blues, and great
announced
they had won second
blues at that.
place.
Yet it is
definitely_not your daddy's blues. ·
For those who can handle the
rough lyrics and bleeding-edge
guitar, R.L. Burnside is your blues.

..

Burnside uses
profani:ty in the
manner of an old
man who doesn't
give a damn who
he offends.

"We wanted to win and we
know we played hard," said•tcam
co-Captain Mark Ditlevson, and
congratulated Animal House.
In his acceptance speech,
Animal House captain Brian Hurd
admitted he had . prepared a
concession speech. ·
"I just can't believe it," he said.
So why would people subject
themselves to 50 straight hours of•
ansWering absurd, seemingly
impossible questions? According to
Chamberlain, it's mainly for the
honor and to alleviate "cabin fever"
for one weekend.
"We give the winners trophies
and old CD's and I-shirts, but
they're really in it for the fun of it,"
Chamberlain said
The competition is over for ·
1997, but staff at KVSC arc already
planning next year's trivia contest.
During the weekend, they had a
sheet up for people to write down
possible 1998 themes. Question
writers said ~eir job never ends.
"Your whole year centers
around planning this one weekend,"·
Schmitz said. "My house is always
full of little slips 9f paper with
questions on them."
Players and volunteers returned
to their normal lives Monday after a
party at the Red Carpet, but trivia is
always out there, waiting to be
unleashed, and in another year, the
chaos and insomnia will start again.

Tanning Special

· ·uNGRY?-

Have wecgota
nwnber £or you!

·
,

--1

5 Tanning Sessions~~

■· $12.00-- ~/ , :
Plus Tax

/

/

Captain Ron
• Hotbulbs!
•
Big beds!
Clean!
,
Wolff Systems!
• Closest to Campus!

7
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:
:
•

654-8998 :
. :,

'

1
One coupon per customer. Expires 2/14/97.
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Clinical and research tracks available
One-year intensive program

Extensive, well equipped labs

Prof. Tommy Boone

(800)447-5444

e-mail: tboone2@facl.css.edu
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EDITORIAL

Left-handed
people experience
difficulties daily
Writing a paper or taking notes in class causes difficulty and
frustration for left-handed students at SCSU.
Classroom desks cater to the right-handed writer. There are
very few desks at SCSU suitable for the left-handed student.
This slows them down in taking notes while a profe5sor is
lecturing and causes unnecessary cramping.in the ann.
What about the size of these desks? They're small and
uncomfortable for all students, right or left-handed. They are
barely big enough to fit a notebook on to take notes in class. If
right-handed students have trouble fitting their notebook on
these desks, imagine how the left-handed student must feel.
These desks we sit in for countless hours a week are fit for a
sixth grade student.
An everyday visit to the bathroom can also be frustrating for
the left-handed person. The toilet paper is inconveniently
located on the right side of the wall making it difficult for the
left-handed person to grab.
Going out to eat causes difficulties for the left-handed
person. The tables are set to accommodate the right-handecl
person. The left-handed person must sit on the left side of the
table in order not to bump other people whh their elbows while
eating, unless they are eating with other left-handed people.
SCSU, restaurants, and other community buildings don't
accommodate left-handed people. Mo~t buildings have
recognized the"needs of handicapped individuals and
accommodated them. Why not recognize the needs of the
population of the left-handed people?

EDITORIAL

State, Pell grants
sets unrealistic
four-year limits
How many students have you known who graduated from
college within four yeats? Chances are those that haven't far
outnumber those who have.
Less than 20 percent of college students graduate within four
years. Using some simple mathematics, that leaves 80 percent
who can't quite fit into the traditional and increasingly archaic
four-year plan.
_But despite this, both the Minnesota State Grant and the
federal Pell Grant have four~year limits. Doesn't that strike you
as rather strange?
Today's colleg~ student faces more pressures than thoSe of
the past. Extra-curricular activities are almost written into
department cuniculums. Extra jobs are often a necessity to pay
for whatever schooling costs financial aid doesn't cover, and
since those jobs consume time, academic progress slows:
Those student senators and other student representatives
going to the MSUSA lobby day tomorrow should mention this
oddity to the politicians with whom they are meeting. The state
grant falls under their jurisdiction, and considerable pressure
should be applied to our elected officials.
The same holds true for our federal leaders. Clinton told the
country during his State of the Union address that education
would be one of his highest priorities. Re-vamping the financial
· aid system would be an excellent place to start.

,
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STAFF OPINION
ROBERT KRAEMER, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Heterosexism 'Singles Out' gays
As mornings would go, I
of University Organizations,
Following that incident, notes
woke up last week to my
according to my source.
were stuck il'l his door
clock radio blaring in my ear.
"So what?" you ask. "It's
reading, "Faggot lives here."
Nonnally, I rush to hit the
only one day," you say. On the But the last straw was the
snooze button, but the
contrary.
morning he awoke to find he
commercial was so effective
It is just another stone in
had been pennied into his
in reminding me of my
the long path of ignorant
room (a prank where pennies
seemingly worthless - - - - ~ attempts to squelch
are jammed into the door
"lifestyle" I tuned in
out an underframe so the person inside
to listen.
represented group on cannot open the door).
"Are you looking
campus. Would
Gay and lesbian students
to meet members of
anyone complain if a too often are targets for these
the opposite sex?''
requirement to
kinds of malicious backlashes.
the D.J. muttered.
participate in Singled As a result, most keep their
"No," I thought to
Out stated you must
orientation a secret-a situation
myself. But I don't
be white and
that can be detrimental to the
suppose the
attractive? I would
student.
management at First Street
hope so.
-, Because of some students'
Station is too concerned about
As a mass communications uneducated beliefs, same-sex
that.
major, SCSU has a great deal
couples rarely feel safe
This Friday, I imagine there .to offer me. I have_also found
displaying their affection
will be couples going out to
my involvement with the
publicly. Though some
dinner, exchanging Valentines University _Program Board and hete(Osexuals frown on public
and maybe even trying their
the University Chronicle to be displays of affection, the worst
luck in the Sweetheart
beneficial. The
response is
Bowling Tournament at the
one thing the.
shouting, "Get
Atwood Recreation Center.
campus lacks,
a room."
Those unhitched may have
however, is an
Same-sex
what it takes to win a date at
appreciation
c0uples risk
... the commercial verbal
Singled Out-SCSU style. But, and value for
again, I am out of luck.
diversifying
was so effective harassment,
The problem is
qualities.
stares and even
in reminding me physical
heterosexism. The activities
Last year I
harm.
planned are catered only to
witnessed some of nry seemingly No one should
heterosexual students.
of the ugliest.
have to endure
worthless
·1 was told by a member of
fonns of
that kind of
"lifestyle" I tuned degrading
University Organizations and
homophobia.
the Quarry staff they
Aside from the
response to a
in to listen.
originally wanted to direct the typical
genuine
Singled Out theme to lesbian
shouting of
emotion.
and gay community because
"faggot" out of a moving
So this weekend, while
events at .the Quarry
truck window, I had a friend
heterosexuals -enjoy their
sponsored by Lamda generally who was verbally harassed in
heterosexual privelege, be
draw large crowds. The ide._t
the doorway of his own room
reminded of those who are
was shot down by the director in the residence halls.
forced into the closet.
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Stress builds
when the quarter
comes to an end
Since we have only three weeks left in the quarter, I'm willing to go
out on a limb and say numerous students are stressed out beyond belief. I
feel your pain.
.
Every time we hit this part of the quarter, the whole campus becomes
prey to stress~sucking parasites that attach themselves to our bodies.
These times are rough and added stress will make or break you. Having
akeady been broken by stress, I thought I would
concentrate on things we tend to do when the
panic button gets pushed and that parasite starts
sucking.
Avoiding Things
The downtown bars thrive on this main feature
of stress, as do video stores and movie theaters.
Avoidance is clearly the highest of all sins when it
comes to streSS., For C}tample, say you have a 20page paper due and two tests on the same day. A
week before the due date you think to yourself,
"Okay, if I start today and do three pages a day
for a week and study an hour a diy for the tests,
I'll get everything done on time and won't have to
worry about doing it all at once." No problem
BYBilLY
right? Let me translate that thought into Billy
Speak: "Okay, if I go out to happy hour every
afternoon, that leaves me with time to catch a
movie each night. That way, I can cram the day
before everything's due." If this sounds familiar, you have either been
secretly watching my life or I have secretly been watching yours.
Our first reaction to stress ls to ignore everything and hope it will go
away, but it never does. Each day you pi.It off a project for school, errands
that need to be taken care of or whatever else, it increases your stress
level and affects your personal life.

B.S.

WHALEN

Mood Swings

It's Friday morning, the alann goes off and you shoot out of bed.
'.'Man, what a great day.~The sun is shining, my hangover is gone, but
man do I need to get some mouthwash." You head to class with a smile
on your face and a skip in your walk.
Everything is going your way, until you slip on a sheet of ice and land
flat on your butt. Suddenly, the course of your day changes because your
mood has switched to pissed-off mode. The fall somehow triggered a
memory of everything going on in your life that you have no control over.
From here on, you spend the entire day riding a rollercoaster of mixed
emotions. 1be day can pretty much be summed up in an argument where
you yell at your roommates for not putting dirty dishes in the proper spot
and somehow connect the argument to why no ope in our society has
respect for one another anymore.
It is amazing what school, a job and no idea about one's future can.do
to your social and family life. Mood swings are normal, but they can be
unhealthy. For many, mood swings are a sign that we need someone to
tell us everything is going to be fine. That it's_okay to feel a little sa~
from added pressure.
Becoming Overwhelmed and Depressed
When we received our syllllbi at the beginning of the quarter, We
stuffed them into our folders with the intention of writing down important
dates later on. That "later on" came last week. The fir:st thought was,
"How am I ever going to get all of this done while working a part time
job and trying to maintain a social life?" The answer was unanimous.
There's no way.
This type of thinking is obviously not healthy. We become depressed
because we look at the situation as a whole instead of in parts. Out of the
depression can come a variety of situations ranging froni getting into
relationships out of emotional convenience, to being in a perpetual state
of unhappiness.
·
Life itself is overwhelming. But we still manage, right? Why should
three weeks of that life be so overwhelming? For-some students it will be.
But when things become so bad that your life is completely changing
within the span of one quarter, that is wrong. School isn't important
enough that you should lay your health on the line. I'm not suggesting
dropping out, I'm just saying maybe priorities need to be shifted.
It is obvious we will never be able to avoid stress. It's a fact of life. A
little stress is healthy; it'keeps us on our toes. The down side is stress can
become unhea1thy if not dealt with properly. Tbere are ways to reduce
stress. Things may suck right now (especially with finals coming), but for
the most part, everything has a way of working itself out Don't let the
stress parasite control your life.

Trusting people backfires
I ;_,ould like to thank the University Public Safety
department in reacting so fast to my call. My school
bag was stolen last night and my wallet was inside:
I called UPS right away and ihey sent someone
down to take a report on the incident. All of my
money, credit cards, my checkbook and whatever else
I can think of were in mY wallet. Do I want people to
feel sorry for me? No. What I want to do is make
people aware that there are thieves on-campus. I am a
trusting person and that is probably my biggest
downfall. I can guarantee that from now on I won't
trust anyone. It angers me to know that someone
would take another person's belongings. Welcome to
the real world.
'
I don't know if anyone else has experienced this,
but I truly hope that no one else does. It is one of the
worst things to come and pick up your bag only to
_realize that it's gone. I don't know if I am more mad at
whomever took my belongings or mySflf for trusting
people here at SCSU. I hate the fact that because this
happened to me, I will have to be more cautious about
everything I do. Somewhere out there, someone
knows everything about me, and for once in my life, I
don't want them to. This is all because of one or two
people and it's not fair to anyone else on this campus
that I now will trust no one unless I know them well.
Thanks to a janitor who took time and cared

e~ough to find out who the bag belonged to, I have all
my class materials back, but my wallet is still gone.
Sorry to say, but the person or persons who took my
bag and then left me without any money and other
materia1s picked the wrong person to mess with. I will
not tolerate a person stealing my things. I think it is
the lowest thing anyone can do to another person. I
would like to know what hap~ to respecting other
people's tfullgs.
Have we really become that greedy that we need to
take something from someone else? Maybe the person
or persoris needed money, but guess what, I'm not
rich. I guess maybe I am just blind to things that go on
here. I am from a very small town and there are
people you Cal_l trust. Even in a small town, there are
people who do stupid things.
I hope. someday I can trust people again because
that's just the type of person I am. I would do
ahything for anybody. I know that there Will be people
who read this and say, "How can you not trust anyoni;
after just one incident'!' Until it happens to you, and I
hope it doesn't, you will never know.
Kari Brolsma

Junior
Mass communications

Letter Policy
All letters must include the following:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major (if applicable)
Signature
We reserve the right to edit for length, grammar and syntax.
We will ·not accept letters longer tha/1 300 words.
All l.etters must be typed or sent via e-mail.
chronicle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu

University Chronicle encourages all readers to share their thoughts.
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available. Select Properties,
1154. Sign now and save.

Housing
1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Great amenities, close in location.

Riverside, 251-8284, 251-9418.
1 AND 2-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
$415-$430/month. Includes heat,
water, garbage and parking. On-site
laundry, on Campus Clipper bus

line. 654-8300.
$$$14-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260.
street parking, $15. 259-4841.

·ott-

2-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCSU, two, three, four
persons. Heat paid. Riverside
Proparty, 251-8284, 251-9418.
24-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
Joint or individual leases. Rent

starts

at

$190. Heat, water and

basic cable included. Plug-ins

available with reserved parking.
Laundry facilities, mini blinds in each
room, large rooms. HIGH POINT
APARTMENTS UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT. 654-8300.
2-BDRM., NEWLY REMODELED,

new carpet, new linoleum, new
blinds, newly painted!! $415/month.
Includes heat, water, garbage and
parking with plug-ins. Available
now!! 654-8300
4-BDRM.APT.
Close to campus. Dishwasher, large
rooms, two baths. $220/montt, per
person. 255-9262.
4-BDRM. APTS. ON 5TH AVE.
Now renting summer/fall. Best deal
on 5th ave. $189/month, 12 month
lease or start Sept. 1. $225/month.
Details? 259-0977.

97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
37 locations left. Houses, apt.

houses and apt. buildings.
Responsible and respectful young
adults wanted. Dan, 255-9163.
$179/MONTH.
· Single rooms in houses and apts.
Ck>se to campllS, heat paid. 251·
8284, 251-9418.
$290/MONTH, SUMMER,
· two-bdrm. apts., University and
Southview,
large
bedrooms,
reasonable rates for fall. Heat paid.
Rwerside Property. 251-8284, 251·
9418.

710APTS.
Two-bdrm., $450. Three-bdrm.,
$540-$600. Nine month leases.
Electric, heat. Free parking. Dan,
255-9163.
AFFORDABLE ROOMS
for rent. Close to campus and bus
route. 259-9673.
A GROUP OF 3 OR 4?
Spacious apt., one and two baths.
Close to campus. Heat included.
$205-$220/month. Low security
depostt. 255-9262.
AMENmES PLUS.

University North, two, three and
· four-bdrm., decks, heat paid,
dishwashers, NC, one and a haH
baths~ Riverside Property, 2518284, 251-9418.
APTS.

Room and efficiencies. Summer,
$99 per month, fall, starting at $169
per month. Three and four-bdrm.

253-

ATTN: WOMEN,
share house. Laundry, parking,

keyed rooms, walking distance, fall,
$175-$230. Tammy, 252-9839.
ATTRACTIVE FOUR-BDRM.
APTS.
Eight locations, close to SCSU, heat
paid, dishwashers, garages, Excel
Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.

AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms for men in four-bdrm.

~~~~~~1

p=~~::

dose.

AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in four-bdrm. apt. ·for
women. Close to SCSU. Discounted
rates. 251-6005.
AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in house. New, close
to SCSU. $179/month, with men.
251-8284, 251-9418.

Policies:
Deadline: Noon,,Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for th, Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two line], costing $2. Prices

are per issue.

not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing acC<>unt
with University Chronicle.
. .
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are mstde the door.
-AJI classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit ex.ists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
Classifieds will

For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086.or 255-2164,

during normal business hours.
5, 6 avenues, one block to campus.
Newly remodeled. EFFECIENCY.
12 month, $345/mo. 1WO-BDRM.
APTS., 12 month. $275 each. Fall
$315 each, summer $155 each ·
'THREE-BDRM. APTS. 12 month,
$225 each. Fall $255 each, summer
$135 each. ROOMING HOUSE.
Nine-bdrms, ten people. 12 month
$215, fall $245, summer $125. Star
Properties. Phone 267-3291 or 2551274, Greg.

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND
FALL,
Private rooms and four-bdrm. apts.,
heat paid, dishwasher, micro., NC.,
campus close. 251-6005.

COLLEGEVIEW.
Four-bdnn. near Hockey Center.
Heat paid, $199 fall, $109 summer,
dishwashers. 251-8284, 251·9418.

BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm.apt. available 2/1. Near
Cobom's and downtown. $300$350. Heat paid. Dan, 251-1925.

CONVENIENT HOUSES,
close to SCSU and downtown,
kicked bd1111S., heat pa~. spacious.
Rwerside Property. 251-8284, 251·
9418.

BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm. apts. near D.T. and
Cobom's. Twelve month leases
beginning 6/1 or 9/1. $310-$360.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.

EASTWOOD PARK.
One and two-bdrm. $450/month.
Includes heat, Y{at~r, garbage and
parking. On-site laundry. 252-2000.

BENTONWOOD.
2/1 and 311. One-bdrm. apts. SE SI.
Cloud JNCT. Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan,
251-1925.

EFFICIENCIES
and one-bdnn. apts., close to
downtown and SCSU. Many extras.
Rwerside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.

BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdm,. apts. SE St. Cloud on
bus line. $400, twelve month lease.
$450, nine month lease. JNCT. Hwy.
10 and 23. Dan, 255-9163.
BEST SUBLEASE DEAL
on 5th Ave. Immediate openings,
men and women. Usually
$219/montl1, now $179/rnontt, thru
May. Private room, tree cable,
individual lease, low deposit. 2590977.

BRIDGEPORT.
Three-four-bdrm. near Halenbeck.
Two
showers,
dishwashers,
microwaves, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
CAMPUS EAST.
Large four-bdrms. with two full
baths. Extra storage. Dishwashers,
garages, security. Hea\ paid.
Results, 253-0910.

CAMPUS PLACE.
Free parking,
heat, free $50,
free 6ike garage, and free open
study room on our thr~e-bdrms.
Now renting four and three-bdrm:
apts. in walking distance to campus.
Amenities include dishwashers,
microwaves, AJC, mini-blinds, in a
secure building. 252-2000.

tree

CEDAR SQUARE EAST.
One-bdrm., $390 per month, twobdrm., $410-$445 per month.
Special: one month free. Call for
detaio, 251-3617.
CHECKITOIITI!
Nice properties, great locations. 4,

EFACIENCY APT.
available 3-1-97. Two blocks from
campus. Very nice, disoounted rent.
251-6005, Excel Properties.
FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted. Non-smoker to share twobdrm. apt. $217.50/moolh. Sauk
Rapids. 202-0715.

FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
for spring quarter in UVT
~:~:~. :~~ftiate price!

·

HOUSE WANTED.
Very responsible married couple
looking for small ho~e to rent July 1
near SCSU. Please call Sam. (320)
558-6628.
LANCASTER PLACE.
Luxury off-campus living starting at
an affordable price, $210/persoo.
Spacious two and three-bdrm. apts.,
modem light oak cabinets, window
furnishings, dishwashers, controlled
entries, attractive grounds, laundry
on each floor, garages and plug-ins
available. 654-1069, 252-2000.

LOOKING FOR A HOME?
Three fun and feisty ladies are
looking for a fall quarter roommate.
If you're flexible and inclusive, call
us, 255-2384.
M&M APARTMENTS.
Four-bdrm. apts. available for
summer, fall. 259-9434.
. M&M sµrrES.
·1
One room efficiency available
immediately. Also renting for
summer and fall. Quiet building.
Includes utilities, expanded cable.

NICE ROOMS FOR RENT
with shared common area. Includes
microwave, dishwasher, most
utilities. 259-9673.

NORTH CAMPUS.
Three-four-bdrms. with decks, close
to campus. Garages, security,
dishwashers, micros. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
NOW RENTING,
eight locations, campus close,
amenities galore, Excel Prop. Mgmt.
251-6005.
OLYMPIC II.
Three-four-bdnns. near Hockey
Center. Four-bdrm. split units with
two full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security, garages and ports. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.
ONE·IN FOUR-BDRM.,
subleaser specials, $179 and up.
University Square, 251-0525.
ONE OR TWO BDRM. APT.
in a house. Private bathroom. No
pets. Palf<ing, laund,y. 253-5340.

259-9434.

ONE-TWO FEMALE
SUBLEASERS NEEDED
starting Feb./March. Very nice
house on 7th. Free palf<ing. W/0.
' 202-1595.

METROVIEW APTS.,
two and three-bdnns., close to
SCSU, decks, dishwashers.. Heat
paid, NC, security, garages, micros.
Rwerside Property, 251-8284, 251·
9418.

PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. Heat paid, well
_maintained bldgs., eight locations,
close to campus, dishwashers,
palf<ing. laund,y, Excel Prop. Mgmt
251-6005.

NEAT, NEWLY REMODELED
five-bdrm. house. One block from
campus. Lots of parking, female
preferred. Mari<, (612) 531-9158.

ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Need one nv'f to share two-bdnn.
apt 2.5 miles from SCSU. $210 +
electric. On bus line, great for
S.O.T.A. student. Gall Chris, 2409025.

259-9434.
MALE SUBLEASER WANTED
spring quarter in four-bdrm. apt.

FEMALE WANTED.
$170/month, on-site parking. Free
oo-campus parking permit. Melissa,
202-1531.
FOUR-BDRM APTS.
in newer bldgs. Heat paid,
dishwasher, micro., NC, campus
close, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.
FOUR-BDRM.,
close to campus. Microwave, NC,
laundry facilities, garages and
parking available. $110 summer,
$220 fall. 253-1320.

. HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt'. buildings. MPM has the most
complete selection for you. Dan,
255-9163.
HOUSES, GREAT LOCATIONS.
Quality .living. 2-bdrm.-13 bdnn.
Heat paid, responsible and
respectful young adults. Dan, 2559163.

4Bdrm. ~
Southside

4Bdnn.Apt,;
Olympic!

13thSt.S.

605!5thSt.S.

:~ktf~

Apts.

lBdrm.Apts
Parl<sldcApu . .

606ll11lS1.S.

~~

·--·
·•-~- >
253-1154
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SINGLES.
M/F, available immediately. $169 per
month. Select Properties, 253-1154.

UNlVERSIIT Chronicle .

Yes... Vafentine stuff. Stop by 9a.m.4 p.m.

----,,=~----BUSINESS MAJORS!

Delta Sigma Pi is awarding three
$100 sch~la~hips f~r spring
quarter! Apphcat1ons are in Business
Building offices and must be
received by Feb. 18th. Questions
call Jill at 255-3499.
'

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all .cuts, walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Weds. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students
$5. All other weekdays: $6. .
'
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SASE to: Group F~e, 6547
N Academy Blvd. Dept N,
~~%~do Sprin~_
s, Co.,

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME

FRIENDSHIP VENTURES,
Annandale, MN hiring (5)
processing
for
ropes course facilitator
nafio~I company! Free
positions. Prior experience
supplies. postage! No
working with children and
selling! Bonuses! Start
hours. adults is helpful, prior lopes
SPRING QUARTER,
imme.diat«.ly! Genuine
CASH.
pourse experience not
one and two-bdnn. apts. Also
opportunity!AushSAS.E.:
Disc
Go
Round
pays
more
cash
for
necessary,
training
provided.
sgl/ dbl. rooms. Dan, 255-9163.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS
V MC, SUITE ~74
u~ed eel's than anyone. Up to $5 per prof~ssi?nal . and courteous, V:m Interest
in
group
1861 N.FEDBRAL' miY
disc. Located behind Red Lobster work with you to determine a development and outdoors a.
STATEVIEW.
B0U.YWOOD,"1, 33020
Four-bdrm. units on campus. Two on Division. Call (320) 203-9509 for shooting schedule that will flt into plus. Great resume builder
for apy Career. Pay: $6·
showers, dishwashers, microwaves more information.
1
i~~ciali;;gdii~g can~~~s
f~~!· $8.50/hr. Internships are
~~~ty. Heat paid. Results, 253~
COLLEGE TOURS
duri~g and after the ceremony. y(W available. Send resume to·
i~\uding: archery, arts and crafts,
Mazatlan spring break '97 from retain
the
negatives! Two Friendship Ventures, 10509 108th ~IkI~g, _boardsailing, canoeing,
$429 (Minneapolis departure). Your photographers to make sure that SI. NW, Annandale, MN 55302 ·or fIshmg, hfe_guards, riflery, sailing,
SUBLEASER NEEDED
t~tal
package
includes:
fount
trip
by March 1st. 817 6th Ave. s. Two
shop, spnngboard divinQ, trip
every angle ·gets covered. Very call (320) 274-8376.
blocks from campus. Call Tim, 203- airfare to Mazatlan, seven nights ~easonable packages. For more
leaders, waterskiing. Rep at Feb.
hotel accommodation, round trip infonnatlon, call Paul at 654-8501.
GENERAL OFRCE.
0535. $239/month.
13th Job Fair. Camp Foley, HCA 77
transfers to and from the airport.
lo?king for summer employment? Box 172, Pine River, MN 56474.
College Tours staff in Mazatlan to
SUBLEASER WANTED
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
. This suwm~r earn. a good salary (218)
543-6161
or
for spring quarter. Men and women assist you, free private cocktail For help and hope, call: St Cloud and work In a fnendly business sbfhouse@uslink.net.
to share four-bdrm. apts. Close to parties... and much, much more! For Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr atmosphere answering telephones,
campus, reasonable rates. 251- a free informational flier call free
hotline_. 253-1962. 400 East st: data. entry (experience preferred),
(BOO)
5.71-58.74: Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.
backing up office staff, and other
6005, Excel Properties.
For Sale
(www.collegetours.com).
general office duties as may be
needed. Start right' after school
SUBLET SPECIALS.
1986 HONDA ACCORD
FREE TRAVEL ANYWHERE
ends, Monday through Friday, 7:30Three and four-bdrm. units close to
Employment
4:30. Gall Lake Restoration, Inc. at
SCSU. ~ishwashers, micros ahd in the world! Don't let another
5$4200, selling $3750. Call
arduous ~n~eavor interrupt you
(612) 478-9421 or stop in at 620
POSSIBLE
~~~ag/~~~t. 2~~~. Property fro~.. enJoymg your leisurely reading$1,000'S
Hamel Rd., Hamel, MN 55340.
1990 PONTIAC SUNBIRD.
books. Part time. At home.
actI~tIes. ¥ake your vacation plans
$4800. 255-2605.
Toll free, (BOO) 218-9000 ext. R·
HELP WANTED.
immediately after receiving 3883 for listings.
exciting details. Rush check or
Men/women earn $480 •weekly
1991 FORD PROBE.
money order for $3 to E.th. Bula
assembling circuit boards/electronic
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
~g_<298, Oakdale, N.Y. typing. Part time. At home. Toll free components at home. Experience ~~!J~at _condition. Asking
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
(800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for
~~~~ ~-r b~_area. Call (520)
BED.
FT. LAUD;RDALEIBAHAMAS listings.
.
ifl~~~~tfne year old, clean.
$~J~e!e:;~ ~~~~n fx~~~~~~:
$1500 WEEKLY.POTENTIAL
NEEDED:
FREE p rt·
.Gall for details, (612) 241-4104 mailing our circulars. For info. call Summ~r camp staff. Are you
IBM APTIVA 535.
FREE M:a1•:s
Best Packages
Sandy.
' (301)429-1326.
ene~etIc, resourceful, cheerful, kind
M, 16 mb, RAM, 66 mhz.,
, enJoy the outdoors and children? If CD RO_
FREE Activities
Best Prices
you answered yes to these
2~~er, 14" monlto/- Call Tom,
5
Guaranteed!
GOV'T ~g:~;LOSED
possible
~f~~Ulars. For quesJions, then come join us for the
summer--&....Q!le of the beautiful
~~~:~-~~~-:,n:'.fo'.:.ca~II(;30~1~)306~~~·::120::7::'..'.::::~'
MACPRINTER
~mps operated ,by Land of Lakes
_free (BOO) 218-9000 Ext. H-3883
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Girl Scout Council. We are looking (Style Writer II). B & W, condrtion
great
as
new.
$99/b.o. 259-4903.
fotcurrenMisting~
~am
.
to
$3000-$6000+/mo.
in
for General Counselors, waterfront,
SUMMER & FALL
fIshenes, parks, . resorts. Airfare!
food service and a health
'~7-'98 school year. Two, four and
Food/lodging! Get all the options. supervisor. Don't wait and miss the
WEDDING GOWN.
KEEP THE CONNECTION!
five-bdrm. apts. $235-$2.79. Call
Ivory, off-shoulder, drop waste.
Wed., Feb. 12 is Residence Hall Call (919) 918-7767; ext. A199.
~portunity to spend your summer
259-9283, 252-669.7.
Room selection in Atwood Ballroom
In _North Central Minnesota. Call or Paula, 255-5552. $150.
BAHAMAS.
TWO AND THREE-BDRM. APTS. from 8:30 a.m.-4:45 p.m. Select L~king f~>r a great lifestyle? If you ~e fo~ an application and more
Large apts. for summer and fall. Ask your hall, room, and roommate for enJoy excitem_ent, people and travel, in!o.nnat1on today. Land of Lakes
Personals
4th St.,
for Allan, 251-1010 or 253-3488.
details call ~5~2166 or ou~company Is looking for you! Earn Girl Sc.out Council, 117
Warte Parl<, MN 5638.7-14.70. (320)
whIJe·you learn! Calf 654-1110, M-F.
· CHRIST AND SATAN
252-2952_or (BOO) 955-6032.
.
TWO-BDRM.
LAMBDA-LGBT STUDENTS
are REAL! The Lord knows the
m duplex
by
Halenbeck.
BATTERIES PLUS
outcomes of all situations. Nothing
, NEW YORK FAMILY
Summer/fall. Call 251-8941.
;~~:~i~~:.~~il~~;:1;i6~~::
seeks live-in nanny to work part-time takes him by surprise! The detours
p~~n
1nfonnation.
•
and pursue college or the arts in have already been planned. Praise
FT _work available in summer.
God! Then you will know the truth
in 4-pfex n:~-~~~~beck Hall.
Flexibl~ schedule. $&'hr.. to start.
age 21. and the truth will set you free!
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Summer/fall. Call 251-8941.
Apply in pe,sori, ·2710 2nd. St. S
Porsches, Cadillacs
Chevys St.
Cloud.
·
.
.,
BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps'
JESUS AND SATAN
RESIDENT MANAGER
WINDSOR WEST.
looking for mature student te'am to are pretend. Prayer is precisely as
Four-bdnn. units and bi-levels. Two 4WD's. Your area. Toll free (800) '
COLLEGE STUDENTS!
full ~aths. Dishwashers, micros, 218--9000 Ext. A-3883 for current Haven't found a summer job yet? manage a 23-~nit ~udent t}ouslng e~~ive as rubbing a rabbit's foot.
complex. Duties include: office Biblical ~esus Christ is going to hell.
Heat paid. Results, 253- listings.
~e predicted he would uphold every
administration, rent · collection
;~~.
res[dent. relation~, leasing, janitoriai single aspect of the old law. (Matt.
Don't ;:~!~G!t~~c;.7iimrtedl! summer e_mployment opportunities. duties, light maintenance, superior 5:17-18) Yet changed or ignored
Panama City and Daytona Beach If you enJoy working outside and grounds maintenance. (Non- dietary laws (Matt. 15:11)(Mark
Attention
:~~a from $119. Call (BOO) 648- want to work in a fun environment traditional student couples are 7:15), the washing of hands (Luke
call today for an application, or stop
Y"elcome to apply) Compensation 11 :37-38), the sabbath (John 5:8. ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
by and 1111 one out. (6 12) 4.78-9421
includes a rent free, one-bdrm. apt. 11 )(Luke 13:10-16), fasting rules
Grants, scholarships, aid available
620 Hamel Rd., Hamel, MN 55340_'
.S_PR_ING BREAK MAZATLAN.
plus salary and leasing incentives.
from sponsors!!! No repayments A1rf1 nights hoteVfree nightly social
Send resume to Campus Place
. CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
(Matt. 5:32). He lied. Those who
~~~f~~fllege $$$. Fo;
P.O. Box 1715, St. Cloud, MN
(BOO) Earn to $2000+/mo. plus free wor1d
or fax to 252-2752 or call 252·2000. change the old law will be punished
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.). No
32;i;f?:'iru.2218· 19lBEST HOTELS
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
RESPONSIBLE PERSON,
~~l
Ring
and lowest prices for spring break From $399. (BOO) 395-4896.
:~~i~~e-sitting position. (320)
beach
destinations.
Florida
Cancun, Jamaica, etc. Gall now fo;
DRIVER ASSISTANTS
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY .
needed for special needs buses.
~~;. av~ilr:r lnte~ ~~rti~s Beach Florida. Sandpiper-Beacon
SPRING BREAK CANCUN
~each Resort, three pools, one Hours: 6:45-8:45 a.m., 11:25 a.m.· or Mazatla,n. Sell 15 trips and travel
New & Nearly New
httpilwww.icpt.com.
. indoor pool, huge beach side hot 12:50 p.m., 2:IJ0-4:15 p.rn. School
free. Lowest price guaranteed. Food
bridal gowns
days
.
wage:
$6.50
per
hour.
Call
tub, suites up to ten people, Tiki
and drink packages available. Call
300 in stock
BLUEJEANS:
Beach bar, home of the world's Spamer Bus Service for more Sunbreaks, (BOO) 446-8355.
.
I will buy your old jeans Levi~s
information. 251-3313.
$300-400!
party. Free info, (800)
Gap, Girbaud, etc. for $1-$10'.
S_UMMER CAMP EMPLOYMENT.
Stop by
Wednesday and Thursday, 2/12 and www.sandpiperbeacon.com.
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97.
Minnesota coed children's camp
Earn $500-$1000 weekly stuffing
'Ifie ']Jritfa{
seeks enthusiastic cabin counselors
~::~::~a:~n:~~
envelopes. For details, rush $1 with
{~toSt/ij1,t1tnueSfttpCt.nttr)
and instructors for over 30 activities
253-5511
two la~~tr:~1:~• SCSU

c~eap_ summer and fall rates'.

_:~~,side Property, 251-8284, 251·

mail

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING.
Term papers, thesis, etc. Efficient
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

Final.Ski

AIL S

.TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

UPTO

Premiere Student Housing
THESE ARE FINAL CLEARANCE MARK DOWNS.
PRICES "WILL

Nor"

GO LOWER.

i,---------------------1

l!lrZIIA/111/!J!J

-Slci &

MON - FRI •
SAT
SUN

9 a.m. 10·8 p.m.
9 a.m.10 5 p.m.
12 a.m to 4 p.m.

.

c-+ Heated Swimming Pool
c-+ FREE Parking/Outlets
c-+ Sand Volleyball Court

c-+ Air Conditioning
c-+ Large Storage Room
c-+ Frost-free Refrigerators

c-+ Heat and Water Paid
c-+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
c-+ Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom
c-+Keyed Bedroom Locks
c-+ Microwaves/Dishwashers

c-+ Laundry Facilities
c-+ Vending Machines
c-+ Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
c-+lndividual Leases

c-+ Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphe re

Spart-

Down Town 7th Ave.

The Kelly Inn
Poolside, 4 p.m. -, 7 p.m.
Thursday, February .13, 1997
Tickets $1.00
College of Business students encouraged to attend!
Free food, music, games, skits, fun, cash bar!

Can't decide why you should attend?
Didn't it have something to do with that "A" you wanted in .... ?

